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I. Introduction 
Just cause is the single most important factor governing the decision 
to make war under customary international law. Interestingly enough, 
customary international law reached its pinnacle by the late 18th century, 
when the United States adopted its Constitution. 1 Consequently, the 
basic criteria and distinctions of customary law, particularly those 
pertaining to just cause, were influential in the Constitution's allocation 
of war powers. Just cause is also the central element in the centuries-old 
just war doctrine of Christian thought. 2 Indeed, customary international 
law adopted the concept of just cause nearly whole cloth from just war 
doctrine. Accordingly, just cause is the unifying thread that runs through 
customary international law, the U.S. Constitution, and the just war 
doctrine. 
;For centuries, customary law recognized a state's right to use force 
defensively against attack and offensively to punish and exact 
compensation for legal wrongs.3 However, since at least 1945, with the 
creation of the United Nations, there has been a radical departure from 
customary international law. The provisions of the U.N. Charter 
governing the use of force differ from customary law In two ways. 
First, the U.N. Charter attempts -to monopolize the offensive use of 
force, thereby denying states that right.4 Second, the Charter permits 
U.N.-sanctioned force on grounds far more expansive than states are 
permitted under customary law.5 The Charter does not limit the United 
Nations to defending states and enforcing judgments for legal wrongs. 
Rather, it allows the United Nations to secure peace by imposing a 
particular vision of social, political, economic; and ideological order that 
it perceives is m the global interest. These two facts place the U.N. 
1. Arguably, the influence of customary international law upon American legal tradition is 
evident from me following: Emmerich de Vall.el's THE LAW OF NATIONS is !he cuhniruuing ueatise 
of classic international Jaw. EMMEIUCH DE VATIEL, LAW OF NATIONS (Joseph Cbiny llllllS., 
1863). Par! I of volume I of James Kent's COMMENTARIES ON AMERICAN LAw, lhe preeminent 
American legal ueatise of lhe 19th century, is devo~ w international law. JAMES KENT. I 
COMMENTARIBS ON AMEIUCAN LAW (12th ed. 1873){1758). Kent cites Va!tel more !han any other 
authority. He also notes thar Vatwllwi been cir.eQ morn f!P..-e!y for s·o }'et:r.; tha.i any other writer 
deSpite what Kent believed were deficiencies of philosophical precision and insufficient citation of 
authority for precedent. 1 /d. at 18. 
2. Just cause is one of several elements that comprise classic just war doctrine as it emerged 
after cemuries of development in Western Christianity. For an analysis of all the elements of the 
just war doctrine. see infra part V. 
3. s.e ilifra pan m.A. 
4. Ste infra part m.B. 
5. /d. 
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Charter outside the pale of both customary law and the just war 
doctrine. • 
Through both its membership in the United Nations and a 
transformation of its national mission, the United States has signifitantly 
altered its application of domestic law.6 The U.S. participation in the 
United Nations could be secured only through novel interpretations of the 
U.S. Constitution, resulting in a shift of the war powers from Congress 
to the President and U.N. Security CounciU Moreover, as the national 
mission has changed, the touchstone for the use of force has shifted from 
the legal standard of just cause to the political test of national interest. 8 
To further complicate matters, since -the Security Council has not 
functioned militarily as originally conceived, the United States has 
attempted to justifY its own unilateral use of offensive force through 
implausible interpretations of the U.N. Charter.9 All of this breeds 
public cynicism toward law which comes to be viewed as little more than 
a political tool of indeterminate content used to justifY policy choices. 
Operation Just Cause, the 1989 U.S. military invasion of Panama, 
illustrates these contentions. 10 As a case study, it offers a fairly discrete 
and manageable set of facts. The Panama invasion, and the U.S. 
justification for this action, raise each of the fundamental issues and 
highlight critical distinctions in the law regulating military force. 
Additionally, the very name of the operation- "Just Cause"- suggests 
that there are more fundamental standards for judging the conduct of 
6. It is frequcnlly claimed that the U.S. Conslirution is ill-suited for a 201h cenrury rniiU>uy 
superpower with world leadership responsibilities II) enforce global peace. Former Secntazy of Slate 
Daniel Websttr portrayed the nali()nal mission alld leadership role somewhat differently: "Our true 
mission is not to prapagale our opinions or impose upon other .:ountries our form of government 
by arlifJce or fon:e, but II) teach by •XIIDlPlC and show by our $UC«SS, modemtion, UJd justice, the 
blessings of &elf-government and lhc advanlllgc& of me insrltutiom." 6 JOHN 9ASS£Tr MOORE, A 
DIOFSJ' OF INTERNATIONAL LAW§ 898 (John Bas&ett Moore ed., 1906) [hen:!nafler DIGFSJ']. 
7. See bU7a pan IV.B.3. 
8. The Weinberger Doctrine designaleS cerlllin crileria to be used as guidelines when Olllking 
me decision of whether U.S, troops should be deployed overoeu. See btfTa part V. However, this 
docoine is little more !han a political rut based on national interest. /d. One author asses;je$ this 
Doctrine as follows: 
But wharever el~ one may ~of the fcn:rn.:la [W;:in~"'gCi ~t:rL-.ej or ru. applicatiuu 
II) Ibis case [Operation Just Cause), it clearly bas nolhing to do with cowenlional legal 
norms. Nor does il rest on any evident moral ones other !han a kind of crude national 
utilitarianism. Unlike the powerful kquinian [sic} lust War paradigm, it requires no just 
cause for the use of force. 
Tom J. Farer, Pana1114: Beyond the Chantr Paradigm, 84 AM. J. INT'L L. 503, 514 (1990). 
9, Su infra patt m.C. 
10. Bush AnlwUlfces Invasion of PQllllln/1, in HISTORIC DocuMe-ITs OF 1989701 (Hoyt 
Gimlin, ed ., 1990) thereinafuor H!STORIC DoelJMElml]. 
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nations than the dictates of social consensus or commands of positive 
law. 
The principle of jus cogens, or peremptory norm, is a well-
established principle of international lawY It is a higher law than 
treaty or custom based on state practice and cannot be altered by them. 
Classic just war doctrine contains several legal elements, including just 
cause, and each is a jus cogens governing the use of force in 
international law. As such, just cause is not only a thread common to 
interruitionallaw, the U.S. Constitution and just war doctrine, it is the 
thread that runs so true. · 
This article focuses on the unilateral use of force, with special 
emphasis on ·the Panama. Invasion of 1989. In the aftermath of Desert 
Storm and the collapse of the Soviet Union, some international scholars 
are optimistic that the world has entered an era when collective use of 
force, as envisioned in the U.N. Charter, will be the rule and not the 
exception. Multinational cooperation in numerous U.N. peacekeeping 
and enforcement ventures sustains that hope. 12 If indeed the future 
belongs to the United Nations and monOpolized use of force, there is 
11. The prlnciple is included in article 53 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties. 
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, May 23, 1969, art. 53, 1155 U.N.T.S. 331, 344. 
Article 53, which is entitled Treaties Conflicting wilh a Pell'mptory Nonn of General International 
Law (Jus Cog•ns), states: 
A treaty is void if. at the time of its conclusion, it conflicts wilh u pell'mplol)' nann 
of general ommatioll.ll law.· For the purposes of the p!C$Cnt Convenrion, a pen:mptory 
nonn of general International law is a nonn accepll:d lUld recognized by the international 
community of Slates as a whole as a oonn from which no derogation is pennilltd and 
which can be modified only by·a Sllbsequent nonn of general ommational Jaw lmving the 
same character. 
!d. at 344. · 
The principle of jus cogens presents considerable conceptual difficulties for most lawyers who 
have been trained to Uvc in a world of legal positivism. Since article 38 of the StatuW of tbe 
International Court of Justice seems 10 recognize only positive law,jri.J C01fell.1 does not fit. STAT. 
LC.J., art. 38, reprinJ.d In 1916 U.N.Y.B. 1043, U.N. Sales No. E.78.J.l. It is something th8t 
exists but cannot quite be identified. A serious .:laim th8t it n:fers to a higber law evokes a mixed 
n:action of scorn lUld fear. · 
12. Some believe that the last big change in the American idea came in lhe 1940s and th8t the 
countzy is stiU run bY an elite dlat views lhe world in tcnns of the Cold War era of superpowers. 
Mich~Jel Vlt~hos. Our Marc.~ Upa::.:r.:r;;. W .... AlUNE CViU=5 GAZ:ETTE. Dec. jWJ, at 1:0. When big 
change comes lhe old eilte arc unable to adapt and a new elirz: emerge. !d. Exactly what lhe world 
will look like is impossible to predict, but one lhing is certain, it is lhase wilh a new and compelling 
idea lhat will emerge. !d. 
It may be that Desert STorm is the last hurrah of a world dominated by IWO superpowers 
radter lhan ·the dawn of a new world order dominated by a single international organization. As 
such, "[t]he classic AIIM'rican farm (of a new idea] would be a great religious ll'Vival that would 
wuh away coi'TIIption in soeieJy. But lhat cleansing would SUil'ly frighten Europe's secular social 
detnoc111ts and more sun:ly split what was lhe West. • !d. at 29. 
4 
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reason to question the utility of analyzing the legality of unilateral actions 
or of revisiting Operation Just Cause. But just how effective the United 
Nations has become, or is ever capable of becoming, should be 
questioned, for it is at least as likely that the situations the United States 
faces in the 21st century will call for unilateral use of force. 
Consequently, Part II of the article summarizes the events leading 
to the U.S: unilateral use of force in the invasion of Panama. Following 
Part II, Operation Just Cause is analyzed in light of the requirements of 
customary law, the U.S. Constitution, and the just war doctrine in Parts 
III, N and. V, respectively. Finally, Part VI considers the positive 
relation between law and sound policy decisions. 
II. Case Study: The Invasion of Panama13 
A. The Invasion 
On December 20, 1989, a U.S. military force of 24,500 invaded 
Panama and easily defeated the 15,000-man Panamanian Defense 
Forces. 14 U.S. casualties included twenty-three dead and 323 
wounded.~ The Pentagon estimated Panamanian deaths at 600, half of 
them being civilians.'6 In addition, the attack left 15,000 people 
homeless. 17 Officials under the Bush Adtninistration stated that the four 
objectives of the attack were: (1) to protect American lives; (2) to 
safeguard Panama Canal treaty rights; (3) to restore democratic 
government; and (4) to put an end to drug trafficking by removing 
General Manuel Noriega from power. 18 
General Noriega, the "de facto" head of the Panamanian 
government, had a 30-year symbiotic relationship with U.S. il)telligence 
and defense officials. 19 In return for payments, Noriega supplied the. 
13. For a brief survey of U.S.-Panamanian relations since the early 20th century see Alan 
Berman, In Mitigationo{lllegaliry: The U.S./nva.Jion of Panama, 79 KY. L.J. 73S, 736-39 {1991): 
see aha Charles Maechling, Jr., WOJllington's Illegal fnva.Jion, FOREIGN PoL'Y, SUnuner 1990. at 
113-l IS. . 
14. HlsroRJC DocuMENTS, supra nolt. 10, at 701. 
15. /d. at 703. 
17. HUMAN RlOHTS WATOI. THE LAWS OF WAR AND TilE CONDUCT OF TilE PANMIA 
INVASION: AN AMERICAS WATOI REI'oi!.T 18 (1990). 
18. H.R. Doc. NO. 127, 101stCollll·• 2d Sess. 1 (1990) (letter from President Bush notifying 
Congress of~ deployment of U.S. troops to Panama) {hereinafter PRESIDENT'S LEITER!: BUI!.EAU 
OF PUBUC AFFAIRS, U.S. DEP'T OF STA"ll!, POL'Y NO. lZ40, PANM!A: A JUST CAUSE (1990) 
(statement of T. Pickering, U.s. Pe111U1Dent Representative to the United Nations) [hereinafter 
PICKERING STATEMENT). 
19, HIS'I'OIUC DocuMENrs, supra note 10, at 704. 
5 
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United States with infonnation and cooperation in other matters, such as 
supporting anti·Sandinista contra forces. 20 At some point, however, be 
had become involved in criminal activities. 21 His relationship with the 
Medellin drug cartel bad turned Panama into a drug distribution center. 
As a result, the United States ended their relationship with Noriega, and 
in February of 1988, charged him with various drug-related offenses in 
two U.S. federal grand jury ilidictments.22 While Panama is not 
required to extradite its own nationals under an extradition treaty with 
the United States, it is required to prosecute them.23 Because General 
Noriega was the de facto head-of-state, however, prosecution within 
P:inama was not possible. 
The United States made various attempts to resolve the problem 
without recourse to military action. Beginning in 1988, the United States 
instituted a wide array of diplomatic, political, and economic pressures. 
In particular, economic measures included a bar to military and economic 
aid, a freeze on Panamanian assets, an order to place all debts in escrow, 
a suspension of sugar imports, and a ban on Panamanian registered 
ships.l-1 The cumulative impact of these acts was to leave Panama in 
economic· ruin.:zs Other measures included portraying Noriega as evil 
incarnate, offering to negotiate asylum in Europe, encouraging attempts 
to overthrow him, and refusing to recognize his govenunent or accept 
any candidate he offered to serve as Canal Administrator. 26 The United 
States also made unprecedented efforts to resolve the problem through 
the Organization of American States (OAS).:77 Finally, the United 
20. ld. 
21. [d. 
:Z2. ld. at 705. Su also United States v. Noriega, 683 F. Supp. 1373 (S.D. Fla. 1988) 
(charging Noriega with contributing to an international conspiruy to import c;ocainc into the United 
Stat:s). 
23. Su Treaty Providin,g for the Extradition.of Criminals, May 25. 1904, l,I.S.·Pan., art. 5, 
34 Stat. 2851. 
24, HISTORJc l>OcUMFNrS, supra note 10, at 702. 
2S. ld. St~also 71re OAS andrke J'anama Cri.slr, 89 DEP'T Sr.BUU.. 67,69 (l!i89) (Acting 
Secret•uy of S~at:'s statements before the Meeting of Consultation of Mlnlstell! of Foreign Affaill! 
of the OAS on Aug. 24, 1989 and before the OAS Permanent Council on Aug. 31, 1989); U.S. 
Severs Diplomtllit: ContaCI with Noriega Regw, 89 DEP'T. Sr. BUU.. 69 (1989) (P!e!ide!l!'! 
statement of Sept, I, 1989); Economic Meo.rllres Again.lt J'anama, 89 DEP'T. Sr. Buu.: 69 (l98!i) 
{Department Statement of Sept. 12, 1989); U.S. Imposes &vr on Ships Under Pl11U117!111lion F1ag, 
WAU. Sr. 1 .. Dec. I, 1989, at B2. 
26. U.S. Sr. DEP'T Doc. NO. 1815, A HISTORY OF Dtl'LOMATIC EFfoRTS TO RESoLVE 1'llE 
PANAMANIAN CRISIS Hi (1989); U.S. Severs DlplomaJic Contoct with Noriega Rtgi=, supra note 
25, at 69; Srq>hen En,glcberg, Bush Aides Admil a U.S. Role in Coup, wrJ'Tiad Handl/.rr.g, N.Y. 
nMES, Oct. 6, 1989, al Al, AIO; Robert Pear. Aide to Noriega is Swom in: U.S. W011'tl/ecogniu 
Him. N.Y. nMES, Sepl. 2, 1989, at AJ. 
27. PtCK.ERJNO STATEMENT. supra note !8, atl. 
6 
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States pressured Noriega himself to give up power and leave the 
country.I.S 
At the same time the United States was attempting to peacefully rid 
Panama of Noriega, Noriega was· engaged in his own campaign to harass 
Americans and Panamanians who worked in the Canal Zone. In 1988, 
under Noriega's ·command, detentions, threats, and intimidation of 
American servicemen and their dependents became routine.29 The U.S. 
claimed that· there were 300 armed violations of U.S. bases; 400 
detentions, and 140 persons endangered.30 In August 1989, the U.S. 
reported 900 incidents of harassment in violation of the Canal treaties to 
the Security CoWlcil. 31 However, as late as November 1989, the State 
Department reported that Panama had not interfered with actual 
operations of the Canal and that Noriega had offered no direct threat to 
operations or exercise of U.S. rights.32 
In May of 1989, Panama held elections.33 Observers claimed that 
candidate Guillermo Endara won by an overwhelming margin. Noriega 
responded by nullifying the election and having opposition candidates 
physically beaten on television. 34 An attempted coup failed in 1989.35 
Subsequently, Noriega had several of the coup leaders tortured and 
executed. 36 . President Bush was criticized for not taking more decisiv.e 
measures in support of the coup. 
The caldron finally boiled over on December 15, 1989, when the 
Panamanian legis.lature declared that Panama was in a state of war with 
the United States and then named Noriega its Maximum Leader. 37 
Thereafter, Noriega rnai:le public speeches probably designed to incite 
violence against the 35,000 Americans Jiving in Panama and said that he 
looked forward to seeing American bodies floating in the Canal. 311 At 
28. ld. 
29. PI!ESIDENTS LETTER, 3upro note 18. at l; P!CKERJNO SrATEMENT. supra note is, at 2. 
30. i'RESIDENT'S LETrER. supro note 18, at I; P!CKERJNO SrATEMENT, supra nob: 18, at 2. 
31. PANAMA, UNITED SrATES AOAIN BEFORll COUNOL, U.N. CHRON., Dec. 1989, at:ZO, 
32. SritATEGIC IMPORTANCE OF THE PANAMA CANAL, Hl!AIUNO BEFORJl'THE SUDCOMM. ON 
PANAMA CANAL AND Ot!I'ER CONTINENTAL SHEl.P OF TilE HOUSE COMM. ON M£1\CI!ANT MARINE 
& l'lSHERIES, lOlst Cong., 1st Sess. 52 {1989) (statermmt of Michael G. Kozak, Deputy Assistant 
Secretary of Slate for Inter-American Affairs}. 
33. PJCKEJUNCiSTATEMENTtsup,"'t:r.o:: 13,4t 1; Hi5TOiUCU0C11ME.NTS1 ~upranotc 10, at705. 
34. PlCKERINOSrATEMENT,.rupronote !8,41 1; HIS'TORICOOCUMENrS,supranole 10, at705. 
35. PlCKEIUNO Sr1111'JIIENT, supronote 18, at I; HISTORIC DocuMENTS, supra note 10, at 705. 
36. HISTORIC Doc\JMEmS. supra note 10. at 705. &• also Ann De\'J'Oy, U.S. Keeps TrOops 
on Sidelilus, WASH. POST, Oct. 4, 1989, at AI, A31; David Hoffman&Joe Pichlnllo, Rebels Held 
Non'egafor Ho=. WASH. POST, Oct. 5, 1989, at AI, A60; Russell Watson, The lJJvaslon of 
Panama, NEWSWB;I<, !an. l, 1990, at 18. 
37. PREsiDENT'S LETTER, supro note 16, at I; HISTORIC DOCUMENTS, supra nob: 12, at 705, 
38. i'RESIDENT'S l.ETTER, supra nole 18, at I; WUJiam Branigin. Noriega Appointl.'d 'Maxlntwn 
7 
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first, the United States did not take this "declaration of war" seriously. 
Yet, the next day Panamanian police killed an off-duty Marine officer 
and wounded another that bad been stopped at a roadblock. 39 The 
Panamanian police also detained a Navy officer and his wife for several 
hours beating him and threatening her with sexual abuse.«> The United 
States also claimed to have received evidence that Noriega was planning 
. commando raids on American residences.41 The information about the 
commando raids. was never confinned. Further, such infonnation was 
not received until after December 17, when the decision to invade had 
already been made. 4l Panama claimed that none of the incidents in 
which Americans were harmed were authorized, yet no apology was ever 
made.43 
The invasion commenced on December 20, just hours after Endara 
was sworn in as the "legitimate" head-of-state.44 Most of the fighting 
was over in two days, but sporadic resistance continued for more days, 
with looting breaking out in the capital."' After a ten-day standoff, 
Noriega surrendered himself on January 3, 1990 to the Papal 
Nunciature. 46 Drug Enforcement Agency officials immediately brought 
him to FloridaY Panama City rejoiced upon news of Noriega's. 
capture.48 
B. The Decision to Invade 
Shortly before the invasion commenced on December 20, 1989, 
President Bush informed Congressional leaders of his decision.49 On 
December 21, 1989, he notified Congress of the invasion in an effort to 
be "consistent with the War Powers Resolution. "50 The U.S. Senate 
Leader', WASH. POST, Dec. 16. 1989, at A21, A23. 
39. l'itEsiDENT'S LErTEl\, supra note 18, at!: HiS'I'ORJC DOcUMENTS, supra note 10, at 704. 
40. PRESIDENT's l.ETl'ER, supra note 18, at I: HISTORIC DOCUMENTS, supra note 10, at 705· 
706. 
41. Watson, supra note 36, at 2!. 
42. Bemum, supra note 13, at 751·52 (Pless Conference by U.S. Secn:lll!y of Smtc James 
· Baker on Dec. 20, 1989); Watson, supra notc 36, at 21. 
43. Andrew Rosenthal, Pruidou Calls PIIJWma Slaying A Grear 01!.1rtJge, N.Y. TiMES, Dec. 
19, 1989, alAI, Al2. 
~A. Er.da;a welcunli:<l ihe invasion while ile was prolt:Cied on a U.S. military inslallation. 
PRESIDENT'S LEITER, supra note 18, at I. 
45, HISTORlc DOCUMENn. supra note 10, at 701, 702. 
46. Jd. 
47. Jd. 
48. ld. at 7C12. 
49. ld. at 706 (reprinting President Bush's televised add= to lhc nation on Dec. 20, 1989). 
SO. PltESlllENT's LEnl:R, supra oo!e 18, at 1. For more infOITlllltion on !he War Powers 
Resolution, see infra pan IV. 
8 
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had debated the issue of military intervention on October 5, 1989 ,S1 and 
on February 7, I99o, both the Senate and the House of Representatives 
approved of the invasion by concurrent resolution. 51 
Meanwhile, on December 20; 1989, the United States notified the 
U.N. Security Council of its deeision to invade. 53 In response, the 
U.N. Security Council drafted a resolution characterizing the invasion as 
a flagrant violation of international law. Ten members voted for this 
resolution and one abstained. The United States and three other 
members vetoed the resolution.,. The U.N. General Assembly adopted 
a resolution condemning the invasion by a vote of 75 to 20, with 40 
abstentions.j$ Most of the opposing votes arid abstentions were not 
based on the belief that the U.S. invasion was legal, but rather that the 
resolution failed to denounce Noriega's past conduct.56 
On Decmeber 22, the United States also notified the O.A.S. of its 
invasion.ST The O.A.S. censured the United States for the invasion, by 
a vote of 20 to 1 with 6 abstentions. 58 
III. Just Cause and International Law 
A. Customary International Law 
· The law of war governs both the decision to go to war, jus ad 
bellum, and the manner in which war is waged, jus in bello.YJ The 
element of just cause pertains primarily to jus ad bellum. The 
development of jus ad bellum was grounded in the just war doctrine of 
Western Christianity. Yet, even when customary international law 
became severed from its overtly bibliCal and theological moorings, it 
nevertheless maintained the concept of just cause. Because customary 
international law remained firmly established in the natural school of 
jurisprudence, ·lawyers never viewed the law as simply a matter of 
human convention. Properly understood, customary international law 
reflects the immutable law of nature/'0 
Sl. Cong. Rec. Sl261!4-01, IOiit Cong., 1st Sess. (1989). 
52. H.R. Con. Res. 262, lOin Cong., 2d Sess. (1990). 
53. P!CICEIUNG SrA'ffiM.ENT, 1uprrz noll: 18, at1-2. 
54. U.N. SCOR, 37 &ss., 29!!"-d mli·• U.N. Dlx:. SCiSi5S (i!iil9). 
55. U.N. GAOR, 44lh Seas .• 88th mtg., U.N. Doc. GAn'T/6 (1989). 
56. Bennan, 1upro, note 13, 11 735, 155. . 
51. I'ICICEIUNG STATEMENT, supra note 18, at 2 (sta1C1Dent of Luigi It Einaudi, U.S. 
Pennanent Repre>entarivc ro lhe OAS). 
58. O.A.S. Do<:. No, CP!Rcs.534 800/89 (1989). SualloH15roRIC DOcuMENTS, supra DOte 
10, at 703. 
59. WJUJAM V. O'BR.!EN, THE CONDUCT OF JUST J'J.ID LIMlTED WAR 13 (1981). 
60. Sre, e.g .. VA1TEL,supro DOte I, at lviii ("We co.lllhatthe Necessary Law ofNaJions 
9 
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There are three crucial concepts found in customary international 
law as it relates to jus ad bellum. These concepts involve: {1) the 
distinctions between offensive and defensive wars; (2) legal and 
prudential judgments; and (3) state of war and act of war. 
1. Offensive and Defensive Wars.-ln assessing just causes of war, 
the classic legal scholars determined that the legal cause of every just 
war .is an injury done to one nation by another. 61 Injuries include any 
unlawful attacks or other violations of rights that are identified by 
international law.62 The kinds of injury giving rise to just cause are 
therefore extremely numerous. 63 At; a result, there are three just and 
lawful objectives for which nations wage war. These objectives include: 
(I) obtaining compensation or" reparations for losses; (2) punishing 
offenders by reprisal for wrongs done; and (3) defending against 
unlawful attacks.64 Nations attain the first two objectives by resorting 
to offensive war and the third by waging defensive war. An 
understanding of the distinction between offensive and defensive war is 
also critical for interpreting the U.N. Charter and the U.S. Constitution. 
Following a finding of just cause, nations are permitted to wage 
offensive war as a sanction to exact compensation for injuries and to· 
punish for wrongs. 6S On the other hand, nations may wage just 
defensive war without such findings in the event of an unlaWful 
attack. 66 Because there is no superior tribunal before which nations 
may bring charges or complaints, they must necessarily be the judges of 
their own cases.67 · 
which' c;onsistll in lhe application of die law of nature to Nt11Wn.r. It is Neci!Ssary because nations 
are obsollllely bound to observe it. This law comains the preceptS prescribed by the lD:w of 1U11Urt 
to Smtcs •... "). Blackstone explained the prevailing 18th centUiy unders!anding of the law of 
natore as follows: 
This law of nature, being coeval [sic] with m.anldnd and dicTated by God himself, is of 
course superior in obligation to any other. n is binding over all of the globe in all 
countries, and at all times; no human taws m of lilY validity, if contnuy to this; and 
such of them as arc valid derive all their force. and all their authority, mediately or 
immediately, from this original. 
I W!WAM BLACKSTONE, COMMENTAJUES •41. 
61. VATTEL, supra note 1, at 302. 
63. /d. 
64. ld. Hugo Grotius listed die same three objectives of just wm: •Justifiable causes Include 
dcfenu, !he obll!ining of !hat which belongs to us or Is our due, and the InfliCting of punishment.· 
2 HVGO GRO'lltJS, THE LAW OF WAR AND PEACE 171 (Francis W. Kelsey Iran$., !9ZS) (1646). 
65. VATTEL, S"fJra note l, at 302. 
66. ld. 
67. Although the lnr.emational Courr of 1uslice uisls, nations seldom iesott r.o it for a variety 
of reasons. The 20th century bas aho wilneJ:scd ·many attemptS II> establish effective arbitration 
10 
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Before waging war, however, customary law does mandate that 
countries abide by certain procedural requirements. These requirements 
are based on the offensive--defensive war distinction. Customary 
international law requires a declaration before waging offensive, but not 
defensive, war. 68 The declaration must contain, or ·be preceded by, 
notice of cause and a demand for satisfaction for the injury suffered.69 
The purpose of'such notice is to give the offender a final opportunity to 
settle matters peacefully. 10 In addition, the declaration may serve to 
notify one's own citizens of changes in legal relations or obligations.71 
Consequently, the declaration of war is in effect a legal judgmept in 
cases of offensive war. 72 
The normal domestic ·tegal system makes a similar distinction 
between offensive and defensive use of force. 73 ·Only after a judicial 
judgment may the state punish criminals or exact compensation.74 
However, an individual or the state may use force in self-defense without 
prior judicial authorization 'as long as there is an immediate threat to 
. person or property." 
2. Legal and Prudential Judgments.-Just because a nation has just 
cause does not mean that it should wage war. The decision to wage war 
entails both a legal judgment that there is just cause and a prudential 
judgment that war is in the national interest. A prudential or political 
judgment is founded on utility. Not only 01ust the state have a legal 
right, it must be advisable and expedient to exercise that right. It would 
be unlawful and therefore immoral to wage war solely on national 
. interest without just cause. Also, it would be imprudent and therefore 
immoral to wage war contrary to national interest even if there is just 
cause. This concept is described as follows: 
The reasons which .may determine [states] to [wage war] are of two 
classes. Those of the one class show that fa state] has a right to 
tribunals. 
68. VATIEL, supra note I, at315, 316. 
69. /d. at314. 
70. ld, 
71. ld, at 314-16. 
72. In fact. up 10 the beginning of the 2001 century, the resort to war was considered an 
extraordinary fonn of a lawsuit. "A large number of writers described war as a judiclal procedure 
involving also execution and puDisbnlent; il was looked upon as the 'litigation of natiom', a means 
of obtaining redress for wrongs in the absence of a system of inremadonal justice and sanctions. • 
IAN BROWNUE, lNTERNA:riONAL LAW AND l1IE USE OF FORCI! BY STATES 21 (1963). 
73. &«infra pan m.A.3. 
74. !d. 
75. Id. 
II 
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make war - that [a state) has just grounds for undertaking it: 
these .are called jusriftcmory reasons [legal judgments). The others, 
founded on fitness and utility, determine whether it be expedient for 
the sovereign to undertake a war, - these are called motives 
[prudential judgments J. 76 
Under international law,. the right to initiate war resides only in the 
public authority who is responsible for making both the legal and 
prudential judgment.77 However, allocation of war powers within a 
state is a matter of domestic law. Although the authority to make both 
judgments may reside in the same person or body, it may be allocated in 
some other fashion. 78 
The cJassical international law commentaries discuss several 
additional legal and prudential requirements that decisionmakets must 
follow to insure that they waged war justly. For example, authorities 
must have proper motives for waging war and not do so upon pretext. 
Also, war is to be waged· as a last resort when every other means of 
settling disputes peacefully has been exhausted. P!!rhaps most important,·. 
any punishment or reparations must be proportionate to the wrong 
done.79 
3. State of War and Act of War.-When considering the concept of 
just cause within customarY international law, one must finally consider 
the distinction between act of war and state of war. This distinction is 
implicit in the requirement that the ainount of force used must be 
proportionate to the injury suffered. This.precept has been articu1ated as . · 
follows: 
In reality the word Mwara comprehends two meanings. It denotes (1) 
acts of war, and (2) the international condition of things called a 
"state of war. • Acts of war do not always or necessarily develop 
76. V,..TreL, supra nore I, at 301. Vattcl uses the word "motive" to refer 10 prudential 
considerations: 
As the nation, or her ruler, ought, in every undcrta.ldng. not only 10 respect justice, 
·hut also 10 k:eep in view !be edvanlllge of !be stale:, it is neassary dull proper and 
C<~mmendable motives [prudcntialjudgmell!S] should concurwltb lhejustilica10ry reasons 
[ltgoi judgmentS), rD illiiuu a detcnnination 10 embark in a war. These reasons·show 
that the sovereill" bas • right rD take up arms, !hat he has just cause 10 do so. The 
proper motives show. tblit in !he present ease it is advisable and expedient 10 make usc 
of IW right_ These latter relarc to prudence, as !he justificaiOcy reasons come under !be 
head of justice. 
Id. at303. 
77. v ,..TJR., supra oou: 1, nt 292; GRanus, supra nore 64, at 91-137. 
78. Id. 
79. ld. at 303-06. 
12 
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into the general international condition of things called a state of war, 
but they are nevertheless war and involve the "making" of war in a 
legal sense.110 
The distinction between state of war and act of war is important to 
both offensive and defensive war, but in somewhat different ways. 
Defensive war is waged in response to either an unjust act of war or an 
unjust initiation of a state of war.81 In neither situation does 
internationat law require a declaration of war, however, because 
defensive war is waged in response to an inunediate threat or ongoing 
attack.l!Z In essence, then, the right to wage defensive war exists where 
'"the necessity of that self-defence is instant, overwhelming, and leaving· 
no choice of means, and no moment for deliberation. '"8! When unjust 
acts of war are relatively discrete incidents not developing into, or being 
part of a state of war, defensive force may be used as long as the threat 
or attack is immediate. 84 Once the danger has passed, redress .may be 
bad through resort to a proportionate offensive act of war if peaceful 
means are unsuccessful in· obtaining justice. as This concept is very 
similar to the doetrine of self-defense in domestic law. A person may 
use proportionate foree against an immediate threat or attack. Once 
damage has been done and the immediate threat is past, remedial action 
must be pursued in court .. With unjust initiations of a state of war, 
however, the immediate threat or attack is continuous.86 Therefore, 
wronged parties may still respond with defensive force without a 
declaration of war.87 
80. 5 JOHN BASSEIT MOOIIE, T!IB COil.EClllD P.'J'E!IS OF JOHN BASSI!TT MOORE 195 (1944) 
[he~inafter S COIJ.l!CTilD PAPERS OF JOHN BASSE'IT MOORE). There have been I'IUmerous fonos· 
of '*rcion not amounting to a "state of war" including "reprisals, pacific bll)Ckadcs, certain 
jusiiflable interventions, and naval dcmonsaations. • BROWNIJE, supra DOlt: 72, at 26. The 19th 
and 20th centuries have also wi1ncsseO the use of a wide vllriety of tel1llll0 ~er 10 hostilities of 
a lesser naw~ lhaa smtc of war ioolud.i.og "'war', 'actiW Wlllfuc', 'de facto stale of war', 
'intervention', 'atlll<d inn:rvenlion', 'hostililic$', 'expedition',. 'mllilaly rneasu~s·, and 'war-like 
acts'. • ld. at 34. "They [type.! of fon:e ustd for limited purpose] alao sbatc odler cbanu:cerinics 
ROlated 10 the limited objel:tivc of the operations: in eadl case the conflict Is limited in geo,rrapbical 
tcnns or in the numbers of die fotceS involved, or in llolh leliSCS." !d. at 40. 
81. &e supra pan m.A.l. 
82. · Id. 
83. 2 DIGf!...~. supro no~ 6, V 2i;. Aiihougb tilis Slafldard was formulated for anticipatory 
auacks, it seems that it covers ongoing allaeks as weU. All self-defense Is in some sense 
anticipatory. Nicholas RoSIOw, !rtCOFrJ.giJ<JIJIId the Law cf&(fDifttlse Revi.Jired, 11 Y Ai.l; J.lNT'L 
L. 437, 452 n.S9 (1986). . 
84. 2 DIGEST, supra note 6, § 217. 
85. VAlTill., supra noll: I, at 30,5, 
86. S COlLECI'ED PA!'EiS OF JOHN BhSSE'LT MooaE., :upro nole 80, at !9S. 
87. VATIEL, supm nole I, at30S, 
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Offensive war, like the judgment of a civil court, must be 
proportionate to the wrong done.88 If an enemy initiates an unjust state 
of war, which by its very nature involves an immediate and ongoing 
threat or attack, any response wiU be defensive from the victim's 
perspective.89 Since the victim is acting in self-defense, no declaration 
of war is necessary as a matter of international law .!10 Therefore, just 
offensive war will invariably be waged to vindicate a prior unjust act of 
war. When an unjust attack is only an act of war, nonnally only an 
offensive act of war in response will be proportionate. The purpose of 
a declaration in such a case will not be to initiate a state of war, but 
rather an act of war. These declarations should placeJimits on the use 
of force to ensure that it is proportionate to the wrong done. Placing 
clear limits on the use of force will also satisfY prudenti'al concems.91 
That is, if friendly forces and the enemy know that actions are to be 
limited, they will tend to prevent greater hostilities from ensuing. 92 
88. S•e supra part ffi.A.l. 
.8!1. Su supra leX! accompanying DOle 83. 
90. S•• supra part m.A.l. 
91. See supra part m.A.2. 
92. During lite 18tb and 191h ~muries many states promoled tbc view tbat the decision to 
initiate war Is a pun:ly political matter not govemcd.by law. BROWNUE, supra note 72, at 14, 19--
20, 41, 47. Even so, llllions were reluctant 1o go ro war witbout claiming what amonnted 10 just 
cause. MYRES S. MCDoUGAL & FLoRENllNO P. FEuCIANO, LAW AND MINIMUM WORLD Pl.rnuc 
ORDER: 1'ml LEOAL RE0ULA1lON 01' INTI:RNA110NAL COERCION 135 (1961). 
However, tbat view n:cognized, for the most pan. tbat the way in wbicb combatants wage 
war is subject to jus in btllo. See supra note liO and accompanying lellt. The London Cbal'ler and 
judgments of the International Mililaly Tribunal at Nurembell! following World Warn emphatically 
rejccled the theory tbat there is ooj~a ad bellum. Trial of tbe Ml\ior War Criminals, I I.M.T. I, 
186 (1947) (lnt'l Mil. Trib.). The allies tried, convicted and execuled civilian and military leaders 
of Nazi Octmany on charges includlns crirncsagainst peace. ld. at216-18. The Tribunal declared 
!hat "[t]o Initiate a war of aggression, then:fore, is not only an inJemational crime, it is the supreme 
inlernational crime •.•• • /d. at 186. The eUct legal theory relied upon 10 justify lite Nuremberg 
convictions for crimes against peace is unclear. The lnlemadonal Military Tribunal found tbat !he 
Cbal'ler whicb crealed the Tribunal and defined tbc crime was decisive. ld. at218. This is an 
unsatisfactory mtionalc and bears a striking memblancc to the positivistic approach tbe Oennan 
jurists took at their trials. They argued thai in punishing Germans who aided Jews they were simply 
applying lhe Jaw of Nazi Gennany. However, even if customary law forbidding aun:ssive war had. 
dl>appcllll:d by the early 20tb cenrury, il was reconstiruled following World War I, as prolllbitions 
against aggressive war in the Covenant of tbe League of Nations and !he Kellogg-Briand Tm.l}l that 
was almost universally accepled. BROWNUE, supro, note 72, at S6, 66, 107, 112, 216, 274. 
Then: wa.s s revival of narural law !hough! following World War n to counter the legal 
positivism thar bad become so prevalent in this ccnrury and so foundational !a National Socialism. 
Unless then: is a higher law governing nations that gives conlent to inlernational law independent 
of treaty and custom, the law of the Nun:mberg Tribunal is tJUiy nothing more than "victor's 
justice" in the crassest sense. 
14 
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B. The United Nations Charter 
The U.N. Charter radically alters customary law by denying nations 
the right to unilateral use of offensive force as a remedy for injuries.93 
Considerable controversy exists as to whether the right of self-defense is 
narrower under the Charter than under customary law. Under the U.N. 
Charter, the issue of unilateral use of force is embodied in two 
provisions, namely article 2(4) and article 51. 
Article 2(4) establishes the basic rule prohibiting all unilateral force. 
Article 2(4) provides that "[a)ll Members shall refrain in their 
international relations from the threat or use of force against the 
territorial integrity or political independeru:e of any state, or in any other 
manner inconsistent with the Purposes of the United Nations. "94 The 
Charter further provides that member states delegate to the Security 
Council the right to determine whether there is "any threat to the peace, 
breach of. the peace, or act of aggression. "93 In addition to assessing 
threats, the Security Council alone has the authority to decide whether 
to use force or some other fonn of action to remedy matters.96 
Article 51 is the only U.N. Charter provision that recognizes an 
exception to the general prohibition on unilateral force. As enunciated 
by article S l: 
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of 
individual or collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against 
a Member of the United Nations, until the Secnrity Council has talcen 
measures necessazy to maintain international peace and security. 
Measures taken by Members in the exercise of this right of self-
defense shall be immediately reported to the Security Council and 
shall not in any way affect the authority and responsibility of the 
Security Council under the present Charter to take at any time such 
action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore 
international peace and security. '11 
93. BuJ if., BROWNUE, supra note 72, at 281. Aulhor .Jan Brownlie algUes that by 1945. 
custOIIllU)' law bad already changed so as to disallow unilateral usc of offi:nsive force. 
94, U.N. Charter art. 2, 14. 
95. /d. a11. 39. Article 39 provides that "(t)be Securi!yCouncU shaU dttJ:rmine the existence 
of any lhn:at to me peace, breach of the peace, or act or aggression and shaU make 
recommendations, or decide what measures shall be W:en in auonla.w:e with Articles 41 and 42, 
ID mailllllin or restore international peace and security,· ld. · 
96. ld. aru. 40-42. 
97. ld, 111t. Sl.. 
15 
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Article 51 imposes a procedural requirement to notify the Security 
Council of measures taken in self-defense. This requirement does not 
exist under customary law. 93 
There is also disagreement over whether the right to self-defense 
acknowledged by article 51 is narrower than that recognized in 
customary law. This disagreement is primarily focused on the meaning 
of two phrases in article 51, namely the phrases "inherent right . . . of 
self-defence" and "if an armed attack occurs." Arguably, "inherent. 
right" refers to customary law, thereby making article 51's right of self-
defense identical to the custoinary right. 99 However, some scholars 
argue that the language "if an armed attack occurs" limits the right of 
self-defense to actual large-scale attacks across territorial borders. 100 
98. Some diplomats and scholars have argued that UJe right of unilaa:ral sclf~efense ceases 
once tbe SecuriiY CoWICIJ has taken any measure to restore peace or once an invasion is complea:. 
For Cl<lllllPIC, once> lhe invasion of Kuwait was comple11: or following Securily Councils sanctions 
on lmq sbonofwar, Kuwait had no right to usc force in self-defense. E.g., Kalhryn S. ElliOtt, The 
N~ World Order lUid the Righi of St{f-Deftrut in the United Natioru Cluuttr, 15 HASTINOS INT'L 
& COMP. L. REv. 55 (1991). Butcf., Thomas K. Plofchan,Ir .. AnicltJJ: ~on &!f-Difense? 
13 MICH. J. lNT'L L. 336 (1992). 
99. There are several difficulties here. The first is dCU.nnining wbct!tcr "inhc~ent right~ is a 
reference to custoQliU)' law based simply on swe practice and oplnW juris (lhe classic wrilen: 
referred to thi& as pennissive law) or whether it includes the law of nature. If it is only pennissive 
law, to what does it refer? b it customaey law as it stood in 194S or as it stands IOday? If 
"inherent• simply refers to custom as bumaa convention or pennissivc law it gives oo asmnncc of 
a bask immutable right. Classic scholar Grotius lw:l Ibis 1o say about such views of law and 
jUitlce: 
The delusion is as old as it is deteitable wilh which many men, especially those who 
by their weallh and power cxen;ise tbe grcalest influence, pei'SWide lhcm.selves, or as I 
nlher believe, rry to persuade lhcmsclves, lbat justitc and ilijuslicc are distingui!bed the 
one from lhe otller not by lheir own nature, but in some fashion merely by lhc opinion 
and lhe custom of manldnd. 
HUGO GROTIUS. FI\EEOOM OF ntl! SEAS I (Ralph van Deman Magoffin trans., .1916) {1608). 
However, if "inherent" is given its normal ~ as somelhing lbat cannot be changed by 
custom or treaty it is a meaningful con<:ept. But tben it poinls to a law that precedes and is unaltered 
by human convention. Oscar Schacbler recognizes tbcse two limdamenllllly opposed approaches to 
law. 
While acknowledjjing that the concept "inherent right" hu nawral law origins, 
many authorities on l.ntcmational law reject the idea thai the right of self-defense exisls 
independently of positive Jaw and cannot be altered by it . . • . However, lbe fact thai 
lite Court and international legal scholars consider thai self-defense is governed by 
oositive law has not oblitemlt!d t.IJ oppo.!lng oonceptioa cf :e!f~defer~ ~ ;m autunon-.:;us, 
nonderogable right lhat "exists" independently oflegal rules. That conception, I believe, 
conlinvcs to influence popular and official attillldes contcming national security. 
Os<:ar Schachter, Se!f-Dtfcrse IJIId the Rule of Law, 83 AM. J. INT'L L. 259, 259-60 (1989) 
[hereinafter &!f-Dtfense and the Rule of Law). 
16 
100. [B)ul self~efence now has • more restri~led and obvious meaning. For at 
least lhiriy )'ear.s it bas appeared in smte pracli<:e principally, though not 
exclusively, .. a reaction to the usc of force against the territorial domain, lhe 
physical cntlly, of a Slate. 
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This interpretation would preclude the right of anticipatory self-defense 
and humanitarian rescues even of one's own nationals.101 
The International Coun of Justice addressed the right of self-defense 
in Nicaragua v . . United States, 102 when it made a distinction between 
"armed attack" and other illegal uses of force. nu In Nicaragua, the 
court held that there Is an individual and collective right of self-defense, 
which includes the right to counterattack104 against an armed attack. 
Additionally, the Court-held that there is at least an individual right to 
take "proportionate counter-measures" against other illegal use of 
force. 105 "Proportionate counter-measures" seems to imply the use of 
force. The factors distinguishing armed attacks from other illegal uses 
of force are the scale and effect of the attack. 106 As noted by the 
Court: 
An armed attack is not merely action by regular anned forces across 
an international border, but also "the sending by or on behi'llf of a 
State of armed bands, groups, irregulars or mercenaries, which carry 
out acts of armed force against another State of such gravity as to 
amount to" (inter alia) an actual armed attack conducted by regular 
forces, "or its substantial involvement therein" . . . • [However it 
does not include] assistance to rebtils in the form of the provision of 
weapons or logistical or other suppon. Such assistance may be 
BROWNUE, supro note 72, at 2S!i-S6. Brownlie als:o diKu=s issues ofsiuo and extem of rhe aaack 
as well as aaack by indirect means. ld. at 278-79. See also Sel.fDqerue and the lllde of Law, 
supra no1e 99, a1 272 ("Nearly all lhe cases have been discussed in UN bodies and, although 
opinions have been divided, it is cleu that most governments have been relucllllll to legilimlzc 
expanded self~efense actions lhat go beyond the patlldigmalic case [of armed allack on the lllrritory 
or iostrumenlallly of lhe stJUei"). 
101. As to rhe issue of anticipatoey scff~efense sec BRoWNU£, supra ootc 72, at 366-67 ("In 
panicular lhe lcrms of article Sl of lhc Clwter would sun to pn:cludc prevcolive action."), BuJ 
see, Oscar Scl!acllter, '/he Righl of Statu to UteAnned Force, 82 MICH. L. REv. "1620, 1633-3.5 
(1984} [llcreinafier '/he Right of Slam to Use Amud Force]. "It is •.• not implausible 1o interpret 
article 51 as leaving unimpaired rhe right of self-defense as itexistl:d prior to lhe Clwler.• ld. at 
1634. 
As to lhc right of humanilarian iou:rvcntion to plVICCt one'a·own nationals Brownlie writes: 
"In spilc of lhc impol1allt instam:es since 1920 of use of this justification and lhe views of a 
considerable number of jurists, it is subrnilled that any legal basis of the rigbt of intervention is now 
ex~temcly lcnuous. • BROWNLIE, supra note 72, at 298. But Scbatbtcr claims that most c:oumries 
recognize lhc right to rw:uc their own nalionalll. 'I1re RighJ of States to Use Armed Force, <u,nm, 
at 1628-3l. 
102. ·Military IUid Paramilillley Activilie$ (Nil:ar. v. U.S,), 1!186l.C.J. 14 (June 27). 
103. ld. at 127. "Nevertbeleu, sucb activilic• may weD consliture a breach of !he principle of 
lhe non-we of fon:e and an inlerventioo in lhe intemal affairs of a Slll!C. that is, a fonn of conduct 
which is certainly wrongful, hut is of lesser gravity than an aJmCd llllael:. • ld. 
104. /d. at 102.03, 110. 
lOS. ld. at 106, 127. 
106. NicaragUJJ. 1986 I.C.J. at!03-o4. 
17 
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regarded as a threat or use of force, or amount to intervention in the 
internal or external affairs of other States. la7 
Accordingly, based upon Nicaragua, in cases of armed attack, a 
victim may unilaterally or collectively use force in self-defense, including 
anned counterattacks or intervention into the offender's territory. 108 
The victim of other illegal uses of force may use "proportionate counter-
measures.',.09 The Court declined to say whether counter-measures 
could be taken in the offender's territory. 110 However, it did rule that 
third parties may not intervene in the offender's territory with counter-
measures in exercise of a right analogous to collective self-defense. The 
implication is that the victim may not intervene with forcible counter-
measures either.111 
The Court claimed to decide Nicaragua on the basis of customary 
international law rather than the U.N. Charter. 112 The court stated that 
the right of self-defense as expressed in the Charter is not identical to 
customary law, m but neither is it inconsistent. 114 
107. ld. 
108. /d. 
109. !d. at 110. 
110. As stated by the Coun: 
However, since the Court is bound to confine its decision to those points of law which 
are essential 1o lhe settlement of lhe dispute before it, it is not for tbe Court here to 
detennine what direct reactions' are lawfuUy open to a State which considers itself the 
victim of another State's acts of intervention, possibly involving lheii.!C afforce. Hence 
it bas not to dea:nnine whether, in the event of Nica111gua's having co1111llined any such 
acts against El Salvador, !be laaer was lawfuUy entitled to llllce any particular counter-
measure. 
ld. at 110. If forcible countermeasures in !be offender's mrritory an: illegal, dJls would constitute 
a significant depanure from the "inherent" righl of self-defense. It Is oot unlikely that tbe r.c.J. 
would malce such a depanure. Its analysis of "anncd atru:k" foUows very closely lhat of Brownlie: 
Since the phrase 'armed attack' strongly suggests a trespass it is very doublful if it 
applies to the case of aid to revolutionary groups and forms of annoyance which do not 
involve offensive operadons by the forces of a state. Sporadi_coperations by anncd bands 
would also seem to fall outside the concept of 'armed aaacl:.' However. it is conceivable 
that a co-ordinated and general campaign by powerful bands of irregulars, with obvious 
or easily proven complicity of the government of a state from which they operate, would 
constirute an •anned attack' .•.• 
BROWNUE, supra noa: 72, at 278-79. Brownlie, who served as Nicarugua's Agent and Counsel in 
Nicaragua, also wrote !hat, "[i]ndirect aggression and rbe Incursions of liJtllcd bands can be 
Cl)tUUe~-d by !!1-"'..!...r-ure: of dcftncc which du rwi invoive military operations across frontiers.,. /d. 
at 'Z79. 
Ill. Nicaragua, 1986l.CJ. at 110. 'In the view ofrbe Court, under international law in force 
today-wbetbcrcustomary intcrnationallaw orlhatoflhe United Nadons sy$11:m-Statesdo not have 
a right of 'collective' anncd response to acts wbicb do not constitute an 'amted 11ttack. •• Id. 
112. /d. at 94-96. . 
113. !d. 
114. Id. at 94. 96. 
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It is also unclear to what extent the U.N. Charter and other treaties 
may have altered the content of pre-Charter customary law. The Court 
said that "inherent right" must refer to customary law that has a prior 
and independent existence from the Charter, yet that customary law 
might be affected or altered by the Charter. 11s However, it would be 
impossible to know what current customary law is by simply asking what 
it was prior to the Charter of 1945. 116 For example, even though there 
was clearly a customary right of anticipatory self-defense prior to 1945, 
that customary right may not be the same today. There is no evidence 
of a pre-1945 custom that makes a distinction allowing collective 
intervention in response to armed attack but not in response to other 
illegal use of force. Unfortunately. the Court offered no evidence of 
how this distinction arose in state practice since 1945. 
Nonetheless, the "inherent right" of self-defense has an existence 
independent of custom or treaty. Customary law as it existed prior to the 
U.N. Charter incorporated and reflected that immutable right. 
C. Operation Just Cause and International Law 
The Bush Administration relied on two basic legal theories to justify 
the invasion of Panama. The primary theory was the U.N. Charter's 
article 51 right of self-defense. 117 Three of the invasion's objectives, 
including protecting American lives, ·safeguarding treaty rights, and 
stopping drug trafficking, are tied to this justification. The second 
theory relied on was the right of humanitarian intervention. 118 The 
fourth objective, establishing democracy in Panama, is based on the 
second theory. Neveqheless, the arguments that the invasion was a 
lawful act ofself-defense or an act of humanitarian intervention are 
unconvincing. Likewise, the invasion was unlawful under customary 
law. Although the United States had just cause it did not meet other 
requirements for jtist war. · 
II$. The Coun lhcrefore finds that Articl~ SJ of die Clumer is only maningful on 
lhe basis lbat !here is a "n.arural" or ~~rem" right or self-defence, and it 
S: !1:..-'d :c see how diis can be other dian of a cus.tOtnary naw~. even if its 
present content has been confirmed and influenced by the Chaner. 
Nicaragua, 1986l.C.J. at 94. Of course under !his lntcrpmarion. •natural" and "inherent" really 
hav10 no fixed meaning at all. When rights are sim{lly !he creation of a political sovereign or 
communal consensus !hey offer no proteclion. See supra text accompanying nor:: 99. 
116. See Mcara8Ull, 1986 LC.I. at 9S. 96-'17. 
117. Pl!ESIDENT"S LETTI!lt, supro note 18, at I; P!CJ(El!JNG SrAn:MENT, supm nore 18, at I. 
118. I'REs!DENT'SLErrER,.rupronor:: 18, at 1·2; Pla<ElUNGSTATaAENT, supronotJ; 18, atl-2. 
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I. Operation Just Cause as Self-defense 
(a) The U.N. Chaner.-The U.S. invasion of Panama cannot 
be justified as self-defense agains~ an armed attack as that right was 
defined by the International Court of Jirstice in Nicaragua v. United 
States. The United States appealed to three basic facts in justifying the 
invasion as self-defense. First, Noriega waged a harassment and 
intimidation campaign against Americans and U.S. Inilitary bases .119 
Second, Noriega declared that Panama was in a state of war with tne 
United States and encouraged violence against Americans.'lll Finally, 
Noriega's police killed an off-duty Marine officer at a roadblock in front 
. of his office building and wounded another. 121 They also arrested and 
abused a Navy couple who witnessed the shooting. 122 Actions ordered 
or condoned by Noriega, and directed at Americans, certainly amounted 
to ail illegal use of force, but they were not of sufficient magnitude to be 
characterized as an armed attack .123 
The United States was free to use proportionate countenneasures, 
including perhaps forcible ones, against any illegal use of force, but, in 
Nicaragutl, the International Court of Justice left undecided the question 
of whether the victim may intervene in the offender's territory to do 
so. 124 Under the most likely interpretation, the victim may not 
intervene·. with forcible . countermeasures. The Panama situation, 
however, presented special problems. American Inilitary personnel and 
civilians were in Panama under treaty rights and to a large measure 
mixed in with the Panamanian community. 1~ Certainly measures 
limited in scope and effect as an immediate response to illegal acts were 
perinitted in Panamanian territory under these circumstances. However, 
119. PREsiDENT'S LETTER, rupra llOic 18, all; PJCKEiuNG STATEMENT, supra note 18, at l-2. 
120. PREsiDENT's LEnl'.R, supra note 18. at 1; i'JCKEIUNGSTATEMENT,supra note 18, at 1-2. 
121. PltESIDENT'S LEnl'.R, supra note 18, at!; PICKERING STATEMENT, supranme 18,at1-2. 
122. PRESIDENT'S LETTER,rupra note 18, at I; PICKERING STATEMENT, supra note 18, atl-2. 
· 123. It might be argued that Panama declared war on the United States, thereby placing the 
United States in a SIBle of war and justifying an invasion as an act of WI' -defense. Ste supra pan 
III.A.J. There are several problems with this alJll.lmcnl. Words alone do not create a state of war 
any mc:irc tfum the absence of a declaration means !here is 110 state of wu n:gardkss of objective 
n:ality .. Cenainly there was no State of war in PanaOill. Th~ United Stut5 did not lllke the matter 
seriousiy when tile "declaration" was IIIJI.de. The langllliB• ofihc "declaration" indicated little nwre 
than the fact that Noriega. properly pen:eived chat he was under • great deal of pressun: 10 give up 
power. 
124. Set supra notes 102-116 and lliXompanying text. 
125. Ruth Wedgwood, The Use of Armed Force in lmtmmiollll! Affairs: SelfDqenst aJU! tht 
Panama TnYilslon, 29 COLUM. J. 'I'RANSNAT'L L. 609, 610-11 (1991). This article conlllins factual 
lnfonnation not found In most other anicles on the l'alwna invasion. In the 11Ulhor's opinion, it is 
also the most evenhanded analysis of the factual mau:rial reladng to self-defense. 
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the U.S; invasion went beyond the limits of proportionate acts of self-
defense or countermeasures and amounted to offensive operations. 
One of the biggest problems under the U.N. Charter has been the 
propensity of states to· engage in offensive acts while claiming they are 
acting in self--defense. 126 The International Court of Justice, in making 
a distinction between armed attack and other illegal use of force, 
attempted to set clear limits on these expansive redefinitions of self-
defense while still allowing states to respond to very clear, serious and 
innnediate danger. 127 Even though the particular consequences of the 
distinction the coun makes between armed attack and other illegal use of 
force is not supponed by customary law, it does seem roughly analogous 
to the distinction customary law made between state of war and act of 
war. 128 A state of war is most closely associated with an illegal_ 
invasion amounting to a large-scale and continuous state ofhostilities that 
is easily identified. 129 The Court seems to state that it is an invasion-
like breach of the peace that is required to constitute an anned 
attack. 130 
Acts of war, on the other hand, can be somewhat self-contained in 
terms of scale and .effect, and they are most likely limited in time and 
space.131 For these reasons, acts of war are akin to other illegal uses 
of force. Examples include clashes ~ sea or border incidents. Under 
customary Jaw, those involved are entitled to defend themselves, and if 
the danger comes directly from withln another state's borders, the 
threatening entity sboqld be a fair target. 132 The event should not 
provide a pretext for reprisals, but rather, it should justify the arriount 
and type of force necessary to defend oneself. 133 The problem with 
equating "armed attack" in article 51 with invasion-type attacks is that 
it limits the inherent right of self-defense against small-scale attacks. 134 
126. "In fact, the records of the Security Council are replete with cases where states have 
invoked sclf~efence in this broader sense but where lbe majority of the Council have rejected this 
claSliification and regan:Jed !heir. action as unlawful reprisals. • Derek Bowel!, Rtprisals Involving 
Recrurs.ro·Armed Forr:e, 66 AM. J. INT'L L. I, 4 (1972). This same phenomenon occurred prior 
to-lhe U.N. Charter when altcmpiS Wc!IO made 10 outlaw <he offensive use of force through <he 
Treaty Providing for the Renunciation of War. as an lnstnunent of National Policy. BROWNUE, 
supro note 72. at 90, 
l27. S~e supra notes 102-116 and a~:<:ompanying text. 
128. /d. 
129. See supra pan I!I.A.3. 
!30. Su supra notes 102-116 and accompanying text. 
131. Se4 supra pan IU.A.3. 
132. ld. 
133. !d. 
134. Brownlie gives an example: 
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(b) Customary /aw.-Even if Panama's actions did not 
constitute an armed attack, the United States seemed to invoke the right 
of anticipatory self-defense, 135 which customary international law 
clearly recognizes. 136 There is ·no need for a country to wait until it 
has actually been attacked if the danger of attack is "instant, 
overwhelming, and leaving no choice of means, and no moment of 
deliberation. "137 The Bush Administration argued that there was such 
a drastic danger of armed attack in Panama. Of course, it is impossible 
to prove Noriega's intent with absolute certainty. His statements days 
before the invasion likely heightened. tensions and contributed to the 
behavior of his police. However, his entire course of activity over two 
years seemed calculated not to give rise to a serious incident· that could 
be used to excuse an American invasion. An argwnent relying on 
anticipatory self-defense is therefore very weak. 
Arguably, the simple distinction between the customary concepts of 
act of war and state of war do not comport with the nature of most 
modem warfare. For example, in modem times, countries are faced 
with sporadic but recurring acts of war, such as terrorism, indirect 
aggression, such as aid to rebels, or a very low level of continuous 
conflict, such as a harassment campaign. These may drag on for years 
without amounting to an armed attack. Consequently, questions remain 
as to whether a state may only reSpond interminably to immediate threats 
or violence without going further to attack the source of the problem. 
Under the U.N. Charter, the Security Council is responsible for taking 
up and reso1ving these matters, but obviously that will not happen. 138 
These kinds of illegal activity are the deliberate policy of some states 
who know they cannot win a direct confrontation with the United States. 
They are designed to wear down an opponent without provoking a 
significant response. 139 
Some dlfftcUlly arlse8 in the case of repealed auacks on shipping from a land base. If 
fo~ from die flag stare counter-ana.ck or intercept over terrliOriaJ wall:rs or ccrriiOry 
of the souree of att~ck it is possible 10 argue that infringemem of terrl!Drial sovereignty 
and integrity is not a proportionate reaction 1o anack on shipping. ' 
BROWNUE, rupra note 72, at 305. nus Is a !lnlnge docttint of proportionality to sugges1 that 
mililary forces are inunune to counterana.ck so long as they sflly in !heir own terrilory and eneag~ 
in :-:I:tivdy tuw i~veis of hostility. 
135. PICKERJNGSTATEMI:NT, supra note 18, at 1·2; PRESIDENT'S LETrER,supra 11011: 18, at I. 
Both claim that Americans were in "imminent danger. • 
136. VA'ITIL, supro note I, at307-14: BROWNUE, suprano1e 72, at258-<il; u~alro 11re Right 
o/Srarts to Use A~d Force, supra nore 101, at 1633-35. 
137. See 2 DIGEST, supro oote 83, § 217. 
!38. &esupro part m.B. 
139. R. Lynn Rylander, 11r~ FUJID'tt of Marines in SmalJ Wars, 40 NAVAl. WAR C. R.EV. 64 
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This sort of situation, however, is not unique to the 20th century. 
Some of the United States' earliest security problems involved low 
intensity conflicts. For example, in the early 1800s Tripoli attacked 
American ships for not paying tribute, and even declared war on the 
United States. 1~ President Jefferson sent a small squadron of frigates 
to the Mediterranean with orders to protect American commerce. 141 
He then reported an ensuing incident: · 
One of the Tripolitan cruisers having fallen in with and ~gaged the 
small schooner Enterprise ... was captured, after a heavy slaughter 
of her men, without the loss of a single one on our pan. . . . 
Unauthorized by the Constitution, without the sanction of Congress, 
to go beyond the line of defense, the vessel, being disabled from 
committing further hostilities, was liberatOO. with its crew. The 
Legislature will doubtless consider whether, by authorizing measures 
of offense also, they will place our force on an equal footing with 
that of its adversaries. 142 
The U.S. Navy acted in self-defense against an act of war, but once the 
danger was past, the United States did not carry the war further. Any 
such action would have constituted a reprisal or offensive act. 
Because unilateral reprisals are unlawful under the U.N. Charter, 
nations frequently ~age in these act$ undet the guise of self-defense. 
The major problem, beside the dishonesty involved, is that nations then 
forego the requirements of customary law, including declarations of war, 
that are designed to settle disputes peacefully. 143 No nation will 
declare war today because such action would be considered a prima facie 
case of an illegal offensive war .144 Such a result also discourages 
negotiations because, if a nation delays a counterattack, it is harder to 
argue that it was in response to an immediate danger. 145 
(1987). 
140. ABRAHAM D. SOfAER, WAll., FOREIGN AFFAIRS, AND CONSTITU110NAL PoWER: .1l!E 
ORIGINS 208-14 (1976) (hen:inaftc:r WAR., FOREIGN AFi'AJJtS, AND CONsrrrtmONAL PoWER]; 
FRANCIS D~ WORMllrn IJr. EDWIN B. FIRMAGE. To CHAIN i1IE Doo OF WAll 23-25 (1986). 
141. WORMllrn & FTRMAGE, supra noll: 140, at23-2S. 
142. AMERICAN STATE PAPERS: NAVAL AFFAIRS {1860), qUDtM in WOIUdiJlH IJr. FUUdAGE, 
supra note 140, ar23-24. 
143. Philip Man:hall Brown, U!UUclared Wan, 33 AM. J. lm''L L. 538, 540 (1939). The 
Treaty Providing for tile Renunciation of War as an Instrument of National Policy (Kellogg Pact) 
in outlawing offensive use of force also contribub>d to· wars wllhout declarations of war. /d. at 540. 
Brown states, "(ill is necessary, however, to &be$S the lamentable and unforeseen consequence of 
the Kellogg Pact in encouraging aggressor nations bypocrilically to avol!! any fonnal declllration of 
war in order tn elude the consuaincs of thJs pious declaation. • ld. · 
144. Su supra pan ID.A.3. 
145. /d. 
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Consequently, nations are left to pursue two courses of action to 
deal with these low intensity conflicts under the rubric of self-defense. 
One way is to counter these conflicts with similar conduct, as occurred 
in Panama, such as conducting covert operations or returning 
harassment. In Panama, the United States made veiled threats against 
Noriega's regime, encouraged coups, and conducted military exercises 
designed to intimidate the existing government.·~ The other course is 
to promote a relatively small incident as a very big attack that merits 
immediate retaliation. In either case, the self-defense justification is 
severely strained. 
The cumulation of Noriega's wrongs was great. He targeted 
Americans for abuse, violated treaty agreements and engaged in an 
extensive conspiracy to break U.S. laws. The United States suffered 
injury and had just cause to wage offensive war against Noriega. 
However, the U.N. Charter precluded that option.'47 Customary law 
forbids engaging in offensive war except as a last resort and after a 
declaration of war. The appropriate U.S. response under customary law 
would have been to issue a conditional declaration of war setting out the 
just cause basis, demanding satisfaction, and giving an ultimatum. 148 
Customary law requires good faith diplomatic efforts to settle matters 
peacefully. In the situation with Panama, this was extremely difficult to 
do since the United States basically refused to deal with Noriega. Had 
these procedures been followed it is quite possible Noriega would have 
left peacefully. The U.N. Charter denies the unilateral right of reprisals 
on the premise that this denial reduces the risk of wars. 149 In this case, 
however, the preclusion of reprisal probably would have increased the 
risk of war. 
Several writers have noted the phenomenon of nations resorting 
regularly to reprisals under the cloak of self-defense. 150 Some have 
developed theories to openly give reprisals a color of legality .151 They 
146. From President Bush's perspective, all these efforts failed ra accomplish !heir goal, See 
PICKERING'S SfATEMEJolT, supra note !6, at I. 
147. Kidnojlping as an alrz:mative ra exttadition is generally considered U> be a violation of 
in~madonal law, It might seem that the Invasion of a country U> arresr its leader is an e:memely 
aggravated fonn of kidnapping. If violation of U.S. law wid! a resulti!l.g rul!!!e m ::.ll"'...llit: ()r 
pro=u~e is a legal wrong !ben offeruive fon:e is justified under cu.sromazy law ro rectifY the 
sicuation. The most proponionatc use of force would be ro anest tile one responsible. Certainly. 
!bat is preferable U> collective punishment of a nation. 
148. See supra pllll m.A.l. 
149. See supnz pan lll.B. 
150. ~e supra note 126 and accompanying text. 
lSI. See, e.g., Anlhony Clarlc Arend,lmemationa!Law andrhe Recourse/a Force: A Shift in 
Porwilgtm, 27 Sf AN. J, ll'lr'LL. 1 (1990); W. Michael Reisman, D>ercion and SelfDeumrin.atiOII: 
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argue that since the Charter's use of force provisions have fallen into a 
virtUal state of desuetude and the Security Council has not lived up to its 
responsibilities, the prohibition on unilateral offensive force is no longer 
binding. 132 In part, the· argument is also based on changed 
circumstances. Without the Soviet Union, reprisals are less likely to 
provoke a major war. In effect, this argument is one advocating 
customary substantive norms without customary procedures. The failure 
of the United Nations, together with the de facto practice of unilateral 
reprisals cannot be simply attributed to the fact that states cling to a 
world system based on national sovereignty and national interest. The 
U.N. scheme is a failure because it violates jus cogen.s. It denies nation-
states their essential reason for existence, which is to do justice. 
Additionally, it attempts to centralize military power which historically 
has been a precursor for totalitarianism. · 
This subterfuge, by which offensive force is simjlly denominated as 
defensive, is illustrated even more clearly in U.S. Ambassador 
Pickering's defense of the U.S. invasion of Panama before the Security 
Council. 
There is another issue at stake in this debate over Panama-the 
disgrace, the ierrible evil of drug trafticldng . . .. 
This is a war as deadly and as dangerous as any fought with 
armies massed across borders; the survival of democratic nations is 
at stake. 
Countries that provide safe haven and support for the 
international drug trafficking cartels menace the peace and security 
just as surely as if they were using their own conventional military 
forces to attack our societies. . . . That is aggression. It is 
aggression against us all, and now it is being brought to an end.'53 
Construillg C1umer Article 2(4}, 78 AM. J. INT'L L. 642 (1984). 
152. Sei Arend, supra note lSI, at 40; ue abo Reisman, supra norc 151, at 643. 
153. PICKERING Srt\TEMENr, supril, ooll: 18, ar2. Of course ont could cany the implications 
of this analogy funbcr. Those Ameril:an's wbo suppott lhc enemy by en,gaging in drug trafficking 
or use should be tried for treason. 
The praeticc of interpreting the right of •setf-4~f~" L'1 an e~~!y e::.p;twiv~ 'i4'Wu-wi' i3 
not unique 10 lhc U.N. Charo:r l!)'stem. What amouniS 10 reprisals may be called "self-<lefense• 
because offensive force is used 111 defend OM's right. Anything that promotes the national interest 
defends one's way of life. Other tenn.s used almost synonymously willi self-<lefense in a broad sense 
are self-preservation, necessity, vi!al Dlltional lnte~t. self-protection and self-hdp. Defming self-
. defense in this lllJUIIIer oblitemms any Dltallingful 513ndard for di5!ingulshing offensive from 
defensive war or war based on just C3U$C (a legal SWidard) from war based solely on national 
interest (a political sbllldard). See BROWNUE,supm note 72. at41-43, 48, 240,244,249, 2S3, 261, 
291. 
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It is difficult to tell whether this is a legal argument under the 
Charter's article 51 or simply a rhetorical device designed to gain 
political support. It is certainly plausible to argue that drugs are one of 
the greatest problems in the United States. Foreign states that harbor 
criminals in violation of international law, or worse yet engage in drug 
trafficking, should not be immune from armed sanctions employed in 
accordance with customary law. In the case of Panama; drug trafficking 
caused injury to the United States, but it certainly did not amount to an 
armed attack under either the U.N. Charter or customary law. 
2. Operation Just Cause as Humanitarian Intervention.-The Bush 
administration offered humanitarian intervention as a secondary theory 
to justify the invasion. The term has been used in practice to describe 
three fairly different situations. Arguably, th~ term refers to the rescue 
of one's own citizens held hostage in a foreign country .154 At least one 
writer believes that, since American citizens were in danger there, the 
invasion of Panama was a "humanitarian rescue."'" However, when 
the hostages are one's own citizens, if indeed they are hostages, such a 
rescue seems more akin to self-defense, and therefore, has a more solid 
ground of legality .156 
A second use of the term "humanitarian intervention" refers to 
intervention in a foreign state to prevent human rights violations against 
foreign nationals. 157 This principle was not well-established in 
customary_ international Jaw, and until the United States went into 
Somalia, this principle was rarely relied upon. 158 While there is a 
strong humanitarian impulse to do something in such cases, world 
opinion usua!Jy views intervention skepticaUy. 159 Widespread serious 
human rights violations were apparently not among Noriega's faults, at 
least as compared to many other contemporary states. 
The third use of the term "humanitarian intervention" refers to 
intervention for the purpose of establishing democracy, freedom, self-
154. Vcd P. Nanda, The Validity of Unired Sraus lnlervmrian in PDIIMIQ undtr lnJernoricnal 
Lliw, 84 AM. 1. INT'L L. 494, 496·97 (1990). 
ISS. !d. 
156~ See supra pan ill.A, ill. B. 
I 57. Richard B. Lillich, HUtrlllniiarWr! lnurventlon: A Reply ro Ian Brownlie and a Plea for 
Conslructive A/Jemalives, in ~ W l\l'll> CML WAR IN t1IE MODERN WORLD 229 (John NortOn 
Moore cd., 1974); !an Brownlie, Humanitarian !nJervmrion, in ~w AND CIVIL WAR 11-1 'ffiE 
MoDERN WoRLD 217 (John Nonon Moore cd .• 1974) [hereinafter HuiiiDJliiarian lnJervemion). 
!58. Lillich. supra no~ 157, at 229; Humanitarian lmervtn[ion, supra note 157, ar 217. 
159. See Diarut Jean S<:bemo, 1).S. A.rracks Rebels in Somalia: Marine i.r Slain lAier, N.Y. 
TIMES, Jan. 26, 1993, a! Al2. 
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determination or other politicill goals .'60 This purpose was in part the 
basis for U.S. intervention in Panama. However, the U.N. Charter does 
not make any exception to the prohibition on unilateral force for these 
purposes. Nor did such humanitarian concerns provide just cause for 
intervention under customary law. Indeed, the major thrust of the U.N. 
Charter ls to restrict, not promote, unilateral force. 
A variant of this third use of the term is "counterintervention," a 
·concept vigorously supported by advocates in the Reagan 
Adrnlnistration. 161 What came to be known as the Reagan Doctrine 
was formulated to respond to illegal conununist intervention that toppled 
"democratic" govemments. 162 Where there was an illegal intervention 
to establish conununism, the United States could supposedly counter the 
intervention to support democratic factions. 163 It thus became known 
as "counterintervention." 164 The invasion of Panama could not be 
justified as "counterintervention." Noriega did not gain power from 
foreign intervetion. Rather, it was Noriega's ruthlessness, involvement 
with drug trafficking, past relationships with· the United States, and 
perhaps his own popularity that accounted for his rise to power and 
ability to maintain control. Nevertheless, it is not a major conceptual 
leap to go from "counterintervention," for the. purpose of reestabiishing 
democracy, to "humanitarian intervention," for the purpose of 
establishing democracy, as it should not matter what the source of the 
tyranny is. 
The United States attempted to legitimize its humanitarian ariument 
by asserting that the U.N. Charter and other treaties state that 
democracy, human rights, and self-determination are necessar}r 
conditions for world peace, and that all member states have a duty to 
abide by these values and to work with the United Nations in protecting 
and establishing them globally. 165 The United States further asserted 
160. Reisman, supra notc 151; stt also Oscar Schacbtcr, 11rt ugaiily of Pro-Democralic 
Invasion, 78 AM.]. INT'L L. 64S (1984) [hereinafter Pro-D~tflll)cratic lnlWion]. 
161. Jeane J. Kirkpatrick &. AUan GeliOn, 11re Rtagan DoCirint, HUinlUI Righls, and 
lntmUilional Law, in RIGHT v. MIGHT 19, 31 (Council on Foreign Relations ed., 2d ed. 1991). 
162. /d. 
1G3. ici. 
164. ld. 
165. David]. S<:heffer,lntroduction: 17re Grt:al Debate oflht /98()'s ill RIGHT v. MIGHT, 1, 
9·10 (Council on Foreign Relatiom ed., 2d ed. 1991). The U.S. humanitarian defense can be 
aniculated as follows: 
American leaders did not abandon lhe conviction !hat Jegilimar.e govcrnmem is based 
on respect for individual righiS and !he consent of the governed or lbe belief lbal all 
people deserve such government. 
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that because the Security Council had miserably failed to do this, it is 
incumbent upon members to fi,llfiH their responsibilities individually. 166 
Under this view, the only limitations on U.S. intervention are political, 
those concerning perception of national interest, available resources and 
resolve. Accordingly, there is no just cause requirement of self-defense 
or Injury. In essence, just cause is anything the United States perceives 
to be for the common good. 
The U.S. defense is frrst based on the assumption that the United 
Nations may intervene in states' affairs not only to prevent gross human 
rights violations, but also to establish a particular political order. This · 
notion is contrary to article 2(7) of the U.N. Charter, which precludes 
intervention in domestic matters .167 Nevertheless, the international 
community has circumvented the mandate of article 2(7) by reclassifying 
what previously were considered domestic matters as international. In 
this manner, the international community has empowered the United 
Nations to become an instrument of world order, an entity no longer 
limited to refereeing disputes between nation states, but rather tasked 
with securing a particular political, social, economic and ideological 
order within and among the states. 
The U.N.'s new role has been attributed to the international 
COll1ll1Unity's periodic shift of basic values. 168 This shift in values 
pennits a reinterpretation of the U.N. Charter, regardless ofits language, 
in order to accommodate changing political objectives. For example, 
originally, the highest value in the international hierarchy was peace. 169 
The sovereignty of states was treated as sacred and unilateral force was 
therefore limited to self-defense. Eventually, justice replaced peace as 
the highest value. 1711 This change allowed nations to resort to self~help 
'"· 
The United Natiolli Charter is not neutral between these coneepdons. It Is 
committed to demoeratic values and pracdus. Where one !tale uses anmd force or 
economic: and mllita!y assisllUlCe to aid in the suppression of demo<:llltic values and 
practices, olher sratcs are free to act to redress the balance alliS SIDP ille forcible 
repression of lhcse valms. 
166. Kirkpatrick & Gerson, supra note 161, at 34. 
167. U.N. CHARTER art. 2, 17 stares: "Noilling conrained·m the prwmt Chaner shallautllori2e 
lbe United Natiom to intervene in matters whil:b are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of 
any swe .... • /d. 
168. Arend. supra note lSI, at 2·3. 
169. ld. at 5-6. 
170. /d. at 10-18. 
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measures including reprisals. 171 Supposedly, the world is now entering 
a new age where democratic values have taken top priority. m 
Consequently, the U.S. hUIIlllllitarian intervention defense 1s further 
based on the assertion that peace can only exist if all states embrace 
democratic ideologies and therefore, military intervention used to 
establish these values is lawful. Even assuming arguendo that military 
intervention for democracy is lawful, the U.N. Charter clearly precludes 
such intervention by individual states, preserving the right of intervention 
for the Security Council. Accordingly, the U.S. humanitarian 
intervention defense for its Panama invasion is deficient in all 
aspects. 173 
171. Id. 
172. ld. at40-42. 
173. Given !he international reaction condemning the Panama invasion, one may conclude rbat 
the world community does_ not prize democratic values so highly. Arend, supra nota lSI, at 44. 
On lhe other hand, perhaps the U.N. General Assembly and O.A.S. m: dolllinaled by anti-
democratic elites from dcvelopi!lg C()UDtfies lhat don't ref!~ the 1roe international co~. 
Kirkpalricl: & Ge~Wn, supra note 161, !134. "The ~rity vote of member-states of tbc UN 
General Assembly-which ace predominantly nondemocratic-<;UJ!Ot deprive the United Slates or 
other democratic: nations of this rigbt [of into:rveiulonJ. • /d. 'I1w Is, the decision-malrillg elites in 
democratic nations ace justified bt ~tabllshing the form or government oppressed peoples 
everywhere really Wan~ 
This policy-oriented approacb to law is $Uppolled by other types of IIIJlllmenll. They U$Ulllly 
disparage •leXIUalw" approW!cs to intetprcling legal documellll< as 100 restrictive. Relllted to these 
theories are genertl observations about how the world has changed. Somehow changes in lhe world 
n:ia!ce the need for certain political and legal change ~elf-evideo~ Criticizing the Vienna Convention 
on lhe Law or Treaties, wbich euablishcs the CGORS for interpretin& the !Cit of treaties, aud10r 
Myres McDougal commented: "The great defect, and tragedy. in !be International Law 
Colllmiision'$ final recommeodalions about the in~erpretatinn of treatic.s is in their insistent emphasis 
upon an ilnpossible, conformlty·lmposbtg texbllllity. • Myres McDougal, The lnul'fU11ional Law 
CammiJswn '1 Draft Anidu upon lnterprdati011: Tmua/ity Redivhl$, 6l AM. J, M'L L. 992, 992 
(1967). 
The defense that Judge Abralwn Sofaer, Legal Advisor 10 the DepiUtlDCnl of Sl:alll durin~! 
Operation Just Cawe, offered for U.S. actiom also reflects this anti-tex!WII, policy-oriclllcd 
approach. Sofaer calls it the "Common Lawyer· appi'OlWb: 
[U]se of force rules shouhl not be applied mechan!eal!y, as a "juristic pwh·button 
device, • but with an app=iation for all the relevant circumstances of each case. 'l1Us 
approach 10 international iaw looks not only 10 absttac~ propositions but 10 n:al·world 
results and btvolves a conlirwing sean:b for principles that most effectively advance 
accepted international values. 
Abraham Sofaer, Tilt ugaJil.y of the United Smles A.aion in PIJlii1JIIa, 29 COLUM. J. 'i'RANSNAT'L 
L. '281. 283 (1991) [hereinafter The Legality of the Unil~:d Simes Aaion in Panama). The need to 
rely on this tobtliry of the cin:umstaoces approach Is one of dle 5trongcst ind~rs that Noriega's 
conduct was not an armed attack nor was one imminent. Appmndy the language of legal 
documents has liale value; Legal "principles" an: little more than IIJ'gUmCDIS of expediency designed 
to legitimize policy objectives. 
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IV. Just Cause and the U.S. Constitution 
The invasion of Panama was not lawful under the U.S. Constitution 
because it was not authorized by Congress, who has the sole authority to 
declare war. There has been almost no analysis of the legality of the 
Panama invasion under U.S. domestic law. Americans were probably 
as supportive of the action as foreign governments were opposed. ·Most 
likely the invasion complied with the War Powers Resolution, 174 the 
primary focus of debate over domestic law and use of force. Operation 
Just Cause illustrates the fact that in some ways, the War Powers 
Resolution pretends to give the President more power than the 
·Constitution gives him. 
The central issue regarding the allocation of war powers is whether 
Congress or the President has the Constitutional authority to commit the 
nation to war. Article I of the Constitution states that Congress has the 
power "[t]o declare War, grant Letters of Marque and Reprisal, and 
make Rules concerning Captures on Land and Water. " 175 The 
President serves as "Connnander in Chief of the Army and Navy of the 
United States.'' 176 These are the war powers clauses of greatest 
immediate relevance. 
A legal debate of mammoth proportions focuses upon the meaning 
and application of these few words. Contemporary scholars frequently 
ridicule legal analysis that focuses on the Constitutional text or that 
attempts to clarify its meaning through studies designed to discern the 
original intent. It is therefore interesting that in debating the allocation 
of the war powers, scholars take a host of historical materials,· including 
18th century political philosophy, the pr~ings of the Constitutional 
Convention, and early state practice, quite seriously. m These studies 
have proven to be very valuable, though not decisive, on many issues. 
One source that has not been especially emphasized is ·customary 
intemationaJ law. With its distinction between offensive and defensive 
war, legal and prudential judgment, and acts of war and state of war, it 
provides the analytical framework for understanding the allocation of war 
powers. 
174. 50 u.s.c. §§ 1541-1548 (1988). 
175. U.S. CONSf. an. f, § 8, cl. II. 
176. U.S. CONST. an. U, § 2. 
177. E.g., WAll, FORE!ON' Al'FAIIIS, AND CONS'l'lTlnlONAI. PoW!ill, supra note 140; W. 
TAYLOR R.EvEi.EY ill. WAR PoWEllS OF 7HE I'I!ESroENT AND CON'GRESS (1981); WOllMUTH &. 
Fl!tMAOE, supra note 140. 
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A. The Power to Declare War 
Many positions have been argued which attempt to limit or abolish 
the importance of Congressional declarations of war. The most 
important positions are first, that declarations are relevant only to large 
wars, and second, that due to state practice, declarations are not required 
at all. 
Although one of the marks of classic 17th and 18th century 
international Jaw treatises is that they took state practice very seriously, 
they never viewed law simply as human convention. Indeed, classic 
scholars recognized that the rules regarding declarations of war are 
requirements of the Jaw of nature.178 AJ!. such, while customary Jaw 
may focus on state practice, it incorporates and is grounded in a 
fundamental law that is not subject to alteration by state practice or 
treaty. This general view was shared by the Founding Fathers and is 
evidenced by their legal defense in the Declaration of Independence, 
which appeals to the "laws. of nature and of nature's God. "179 
Classical scholars recognized that the rules regarding declarations of war 
are requirements of the Jaw of nature. 180 
The importance of declarations of war has also been recognized by . 
the United States in this century. During the 18th and 19th centuries, 
nations increasingly failed to comply with the declaration 
requirement. 181 To remedy this situation, Hague Convention No. ill 
expressly incorporated the following customary norm: "The Contracting 
178. Su supra note 60 and accompanying text. · 
179. THE DECLARA110N OF INDEPENDENCE puss. 1:2 (U.S. 1776): 
When, in the course of human events, it becomes neccs:sal)' for one people to 
dissolve the political bands which· have connected them with another, and to assume, 
among the powciS of !he eanh, the separate and equal station to which the laws of nature 
and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of llllUllcind requires 
that they should declare the causes which l!npel them to the separation. 
We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain Ullalienable rights, that among these arc life, 
liberty, and the poiSUit of happiness. 
Id. The Dedaration, which is in fact the founding constitutional document of the United States, 
reflects the twofold nature of the cJecision !0 gnr ID W!!' :et cu~ in VATI'l!t., ;up;u rw~ i. a.t. 30i. ir 
conrains the legal bases, or just causes, for reson to war and the prudential concerns: "[p]rudence, 
indeed, will dictate that governments long established sllould nol be changed for light and transient 
causes; lllld acconlingly all experience batb shown, that rnanJdnd are more disposed to suffer, while 
evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolisning !he fonns to which they are accustomed. • 
THE DECI.ARATION OF INDEPENDENCE para. 2 (U.S. 1716). 
180. V;,rra, supra noll: I, at 314-16; GRanus, supra note 99, at 634-3S. 
181. Clyde Eagleton, '/ht Form and Function of tht Declaration of War, 32 AM. ] . TNT'!. L. 
19, 20 (1938). 
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Powers recognize that hostilities between themselves must not commence 
without previous and explicit warning, in the fonn either of a reasoned 
declaration of war or of an ultimatum with conditional declaration of 
War. nUtl · 
Some scholars have argued that only large wars require declarations 
of war. 193 However, the critical distinction in customary law is not 
between large and small wars but between offensive and defensive 
wars.184 The essential components of declarations are (1) notice of 
injuries and (2) demand for satisfaction. 185 More formal requirements 
are matters merely of state practice and, like other purely positive laws, 
are amenable to change. 186 Thus· the power to "declare war" refers to 
all offensive wars, both large and smal1.'87 
EarlY in the nation's history the U.S. Supreme Court dealt with the 
power to declare war in the case of Bas v. Tingy. 188 In so doing, 
Justice Washington distinguished perfect from imperfect war or state of 
war from acts of hostility as follows: 
[EJvery contention by force between two nations, in external 
matters, under the authority of their respective governments, is not 
only war, but·public war .. If it be declared in form, it is called 
solemn, and is of the perfect kind; because one whole nation is at war 
with another whole nation; and all the members of the nation 
declaring war, are authorized to commit hostilities against all the 
members of the other, in every place, and under every circumstance. 
182. Hague Convention No. IU Relative to the Openins of Hostilities, OclDber 18, 1907, art. 
I, 36 Sou. 2259; T.S. 538. Nazi Gennany's violation of Ibis provision formed a ba!lis for the 
charge of waging crimes against peace. Stt Trial of the Major War Criminals, II.M.T. 1, 216-17 
(1947) (Jnt'l Mil. Trlb.). The United SillieS Is a party to the tm:ty. 
183. E.s .• Eugene V. Rostow. Prtsidmt, ~ MinisTu or Coll!tirutioT~al Mo1111rch?, 83 AM. 
]. lNT'L L. 740. 744-45 (1989). 
!d. 
184. S<!t supra part m.A.I. 
185. &tid. 
186. VATTEL, supra note I, at 316; 
!1 is necessary lhat the declaration of war be known to we smtt against whom it is 
made. This is all which the nalllral Jaw of nations requi~. Nevertheless, if cus10m bas 
introductd cenain formalities in the btuiness, those nations who, by adopting the custom, 
tavt: givt.n ihcii' lacii t;onsem w web ionnalities~ arc under an obligation of observing 
them .... • 
187. The fact that Congress has the power to issue lrners of marque and reprisal is further 
evidence of Congress' sole authority 10 initiate war and actS of war. The.se letters authorized private 
persons 10 seize or desttoy enemy ship• in pankular as compensation or punishment for intemational 
offenses. Charles A. Lofgren. War-Making Under The ConslillaiOII: The Original Undmlrwiing, 
81 YALE L.J. 672, 679-80, 693-94 (1972). 
188. 4 U.S. (4 Oall.) 37 (1800). 
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In such a war all the members act under a general authority, and all 
the rights and consequences of war attaCh to their condition. 
But hostilities may subsist between two nations more confined 
in its nature and extent; being limited as to places, persons, and 
things; and this is more properly termed imperfect war; because not 
solemn, and be(:ause those who are authorized to commit hostilities, 
act. under special authority, and can go no farther than to the extent 
of their commission. . . . 
But, secondly, it is. said, that a war of the imperfec::t kind, is 
more properly called acts of hostility, or reprizal, [sic] and that 
Congress did not mean to consider the hostility subsisting between 
France and the United States, as constituting a state ofwar. 1119 
The case of Bas v. Tingy arose from the Naval War of 1798 with 
France. 190 Congress authorized certain acts of war by statute. 191 A 
statute may be different in form from a "solemn" declaration, yet it 
fulfUis all of the essential requirements of a declaration of war: It is a 
publi<;: pronouncement putting the enemy on notice of wrongs done and 
need for satisfaction. The critical distinctive& of solemn declarations are 
that they ·authorize far more extensive hostilities and that they 
significantly alter legal relationships with foreign nationals and neutral 
states. 192 When Congress authorizes "acts of hostility, or reprisals," it 
declares imperfect war. The extent of hostilities is limited in proportion 
to the wrong done and as prudence would otherwise dictate. 193 
B. Presidential Powers 
1. Historical View.-ln Bas v. Tingy and other early cases, the 
Supreme Court affirmed that Congress has the authority to initiate all 
offensive wars. 194 However, it did not directly address the question of 
whether Congress had the sole authority to initiate offensive war. In the 
189. !d. at 4041. 
190. /d. at 37. 
191. [d. 
192. /d. 
193. As 5talild in Bas: 
Cong~ is ~m;mwc-:-~ w d~iare a general war. or Congress may wage a Um.ittd war; 
limilild in place. in objects. and in time. If a geru:llll war is dcclan:d, liS eX\ellt and 
ope!lltions 1m only restrn:led and regulated by lheju.s b~lli {jus in beUo]. forming a pan 
of the law of nations; liu1 if a panial war is waged, ils c~flmt and opcnlion depend on 
our municipal laws. 
Bas, 4 U.S. (4 Dall.) at 43. 
194. £.g .• Brown v. Unilild Slales, 12 U.S. (8 Crancll) 110 (1814); LiUie v .. Barreme, 6 U.S. 
(2 Cranch) 170, (1804}; Talbot v. Seeman, 5 U.S. (1 Cmncb) I (1801). 
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absence of Congressional authorization, one must ask whether the 
President has some inherent power to take offensive action. 
The contention that the President has the inherent executive power 
to initiate war does not appear to have been made in early cases or other 
public forums. The "inherent Presidential powers" argument has a 
particularly strong appeal if one believes that declarations of war, as used 
in the Constitution, refer only to "solemn" declarations required to 
initiate perfect wars. 195 However, there are several reasons, in addition 
to those given above, to reject the ~erpretation that the President has 
any inherent power to initiate offensive war. 
First, one of the primary goals at the Philadelphia Convention of 
1787 was to create a government that could deal effectively with other 
nations. 196 The Framers recognized the need for an .effective executive 
branch, but they wished to av~id the dangers endemic to monarchical 
governments in which the war powers usually resided in one person. 197 
An original draft of the Constitution gave Congress the power to "make 
war.'' 198 One delegate suggested that instead of Congress, the 
President should have the power to make war .199 The proposal had so 
little support that the.delegate did not make a formal Ill0tion.200 The 
delegates even rejected a proposal to place the power in the Senate. 
Several delegates believed the word "make" war was· problematic. 201 
Such discussion would suggest that Congress had the power to actually 
conduct war and that the President would have no authority to respond 
to sudden attacks. To fix this ambiguity, James Madison moved to 
"insert 'declare' striking out ··make' war; leaving to the Executive the 
power to repel sudden attacks. "202 It is unclear why the language, 
"power ~o repel sudden attacks," did not make it into the text. 203 The 
Framer's probably thought the power to wage defensive war was inheref!t 
in the Commander in Chief.204 
195. Su supra notes 188-93 and accompanying texL 
196. 2 THEREcoRDSOFTiiEFEDEIW.CONVErmONOF!787, 318-19(Malll"arrand ed., 1937). 
197. /d. 
198. Id. 
199. /4. 
200. /d. 
201. 2 THERl:CORDSOFlllll I'EDEJW.CONYIOOlONOF 1787 318-19(Max Fammded., 1937). 
202, ld. 
203. ld. 
204. U.S. CONsr. an. I, § 10, cl. 3 provides !hat •(n]o Slalt sball, without !be consent of 
Con~:ress. , . ellgllge in war, uoless acwally invaded, or in sucb lmminem danger as will nol admit 
of delay." ld. The President's inherent power would be similar to lhe inherempower residing in 
the states. 
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However, the Framers were especially anxious to avoid a 
framework like England's, where the King had all the power over 
foreign affairs, including both the power to initiate and conduct wars. 
As a result, England experienced· wars based on slight cause or wars 
done in the name of conquest. These wars were often financed by debt 
and waged at great cost in national blood and treasure.:ws 
Consequently, recognizing the importance of speed, secrecy and unity of 
action in conducting war, the Framers entrusted the President, as 
Commander-in-Chief, with the power to conduct war.206 However, to 
place restraints on the decision to initiate war, the Framers gave 
Congress the power to declare war. It was not until the 20th century that 
the exclusive authority of Congress to initiate war was seriously 
challenged. 
2. Modem View.-In this century, presidell1S and members of 
Congress have continued to assert that the President has the inherent 
authority to initiate war.207 Some of these claims are arguably based 
on constitutional principles, while others are grounded simply in 
expediency. A principled argument is that Article U of the Constitution 
vests all executive powers in the President except for those explicitly 
given to Congress.208 Because the powers to both initiate and to 
conduct war are executive in nature, Congress • power over such 
inherently executive matters must be narrowly interpreted.209 
Other ciaims advocating that the President has the power to inltiate 
war are based simply on expediency. They usually appeal to the 
argument that rapidly changing world conditions and the nature of war 
205. 2 ABIWIAM LINCOLN, lHE WRJTINOS OF Ae!WIAM lJNCOLN 51·52 (A. Lapsley ed., 
1906): 
The provision of !he Constitution giving lbe wat·matin8 power to Congress w~ 
dictated, a.. I undersllmd it. by the following reasons: Kings bad always been involving 
and impoverishing lbeirpcople in wars, pretending generally, if not always, that the good 
of the people was lhe object. This our convention undersiOOd 10 be the most oppressive 
of all kingly oppression, and Ul¢y ttsOived to so frame lbe Constitution lbat no one man 
should hold the power of bringing oppression on us. 
!d. at S2. 
206. WAR, FOREIGN AFFAIIlS, .'J'ID lliE CONS11111TIOMAL PoWER, supra note 140, at48-49. 
207. REPoRT OF SENA..'!E FORE!CN PJ:.LATIONS COMMITII:!E UN lliE WAR PoWERS ACT, S. REP. 
No. 220. 93n1 Cong., 1st Sess. (1973). 
208. U.S. CONST, an. ll (pertaining to lbc executive power of !he President). 
209. RoBERT F. TURNER, REPEAUNO THI! WAR PoV/EltS RrsoumoN S6-S8 (1991). This 
assertion is often accompanied by refen:ncc: to Iohn Loclce's Conc~ming Civil Gove171mJ!111 11143· 
148 (Raben May!Wd Hutch!ni ed., 1952) (1690). Locke calls the power to deal wilb e>ttemal 
maners the "federative powers" and includes in them the "power of war and peace. • LocKE, supra, 
1146. He notes !hat lbe federative power is uSIJ.QJ)y p~d in tile e~ecutive and !bat as a matter of 
prudence it should be. !d. f 147. 
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require the speed in decision making and unity of foreign policy that only 
the President can provide. 210 These claims are accompanied by an 
interpretation of the Constitution that allows it to meet any "demand" of 
expediency. w 
Proponents of the view that the war powers are inherently executive 
draw different conclusions as to the respective roles of Congress and the 
President. One view is that Congress has the power to initiate only 
perfect wars because the words "declare war" refer only to "solenm" 
ones.m ·The President would have the sole authority to initiate all 
other wars. 213 A second view is that the Constitution vests concurrent 
authority in Congress and the President to initiate imperfect wars. 214 
This position seems harder to justify by the text. A third position is that 
the Constitution actually does give Congress the sole authority to initiate 
210. E.g., W. Michael Reisman, War Powers: 'Iht O~raliolUII Code of CQmp~tenu, in 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND THE U.S. ·coNsrm.mON 68 (l.cuis Henkin et al. tds., 1990) [hereinafter 
War Powus: 'Iht Optrarional Code ofO>mperenctJ. 
211. The adaptivist approach relies upon cuSiom to detennlne the Constitution's 
meaning. It addresses lhe deficiencies of the fir.;tlWo [reliance upon the texl 
and original intent] methodologies· by downplaying lhe primacy of the 
Constitution as originally conceived; the approach relies instead UpOn 
subsequent practice. . . • Dean Sandalow has written !hat constiwtional law 
is not an exegesis. but a process by which each generation gives fonnal 
expression to the values it holds fundarnenlj!l in the operations of gove~nt. 
MICHAEL J. GLENNON, CONsrm.mONAL DIPLOMACY 46 (1990). 
2 I 2. Eugene V. Rostow, Prtsldl!lll, P~ M/nistuor CQI!Stinlllonal Monarch 7, 83 AM. J. !NT' L 
L. 740 (1989). 
[TJbe exclusive power 10 declare war conferred on Congress In Article l, section 8 gives 
Congress the sole authority to use or lhrealen 10 use lhe national fon:e, save perhaps In 
rbe case of sudden attacks. 
This common view rests on two simple errors. Under International law, to which 
the relevanr parugraphs of Article I refer, declarations of war arc required only for the 
ran: occasions when states engage In unlimited general war •. , . And HamiiiOn argued 
lhal. Congress's power w declare war, being an exception 10 the general powers of the 
Executive according 10 lhe model of rbe Founding Father; knew best, tltat of the British 
Crown, sbould be confined to the tenns of lhc texl. 
!d. at 744-45. 
'213. /d. 
214. J. Gregory Sidak, To Declare War, 41 DUKE L.J. 27 (1991). 
Th:. hi~rical yrm:tict-tha1 Congress has rarely declared war despile nuiilCrous 
deployments of fon:e-is made more expiJcable as a matter of constitutional bw if OrK>_ 
reads Bas as a case abou1 soven::Q!nty rather lhan the separation of powers. . . . So 
viewed, Bas merely acknowledged !hat there exists a lacuna of undeclared war, which 
might be "audwrized" by Congress, bot which might also be directly w•ged by the 
President as Conunander in Chief without prior congressional aulhorization (in which 
case Congress's "authorization" of such warfare, either prospective or retroactive, would 
be no more than hortatory). 
!d. at 6()..61. 
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all offensive wars. m However, this delegation of power to Congress 
is tn be interpreted very narrowly. More imponant; this interpretation 
argues that Congress may not intermeddle with Presidential decisions to· 
deploy troops during time of war or peace.216 · If this view is correct, 
then the power of Congress to initiate war is greatly undennined. The 
President can simply deploy forces to places they will likely be attacked, 
in which case they may act in self-defense. · 
3. U.S. Involvement with the U.N.-The United States attempted to 
alienate any unilateral right to wage offensive war when it joined the 
·United Nations. Consequently, many believe.that the Constitutional issue 
of who has the authority to declare war has become moot.211 To the 
contrary, this fact has not made the issue moot, it has only made it more 
complicated. It simply assumes that the President and Senate may 
delegate a power which constitutionally belongs to Congress. 
Article 43 of the U.N. Charter requires member states to make 
armed forces available to the Security Council for enforcement 
actions.218 These forces are supposed to be on call as provided in 
special agreements made between member states and the United 
Nations. 219 Congress passed the U.N. Participation Act of 1945,220 
215. ld. . 
216. 111• War Powm Ajltr 200 Yean: Congress 1111iilhe PnsUknt Ill a Con.stilutiona/Impasse, 
Hearings Bqore the Special Subcol!ll>l. on War Powers oflhe Commi.lrtt on Foreign hlatians, IOOth· 
Cong., 1st Si:ss. 778 (1988) (testiJMny of Robert F. Turner. Associate Director, Ccn1~r for Law 
and National Security) [hcn:inaftcr War Pawerr Afttr 200 Yean]. 
If lbe Pn:sident d~ides that the nadonallntcrem require commencing a "war• against 
another State, he IIIU$l oblllln the approval of both !be HO\!Se and the Semite in advance 
of initiating such a conflict. Like olher Cl(teptions to the ·President's "Executive• 
powers, the power "to declare war• was Intended ta be construed JlliJTOW!y. ft gives 
Congress a "veto" over a presidenlial decision to launch an offensive •war. • but it docs 
not empower you to seize control of !he President's independent constitutional powen on 
th~ theory Jhat Jhc President's IIWUgentCDl ofmililllry dcpJoylllCniS might lead another 
SlllLC to commit aggression against the United Sillies. 
ld. at BS I. However, it is unclear what "offensive war" means tn Mr. Turner. It would seem to 
have included somcthlng less !han "perfect• war but more lhan "hostilities. • !d. at 856. 
217. Th~ fact !hat the importulce of the co~nal power • to declare war" bas 
been reduced by lht prohibition in the U.N. Ctwlcr of the types of war with 
wbicb ruch declatalions have bistoriclilly been IWOCiat.ed should not be viewed 
h}l ycl: wit.Jo; dl.imi;: bui with joy. You have •Jo:st"' nothing to the 
President-you have bolb gained by developments of law which seek to 
provide a nwrc pe=ful world. 
War Powus Ajt~r 200 Ytars, supra note 216, at 851. 
218. U .N CHARTER art. 43, t I states: • All members ..• undertake ta make QVailable. to the 
Security. Council, on its call and in aewrdance wilb a special agreement or agreements, armed 
forces, assistance, and facilities ...• • !d. 
219. ld. 
220. 22 U.S.C. §§ 287-287e (1988). 
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which authorizes the President to enter into Anicle 43 agreements. 
However, Congress must specifically approve any agreement that is 
negotiated. 221 Once Congress approves an agreement, the President 
may assign American forces to participate in U.N. actions without any 
further authorization of Congress.m The Act places no limits on size 
of forces to be made available.223 However, Congress could set limits 
when it approves an Article 43 agreement. m 
Congress enacted. the U.N. Participation Act of 1945 with the 
understanding that U.S. forces would thereby be used only in "police 
actions" and not "war. "225 Of course, there is no constitutional basis 
for distinguishing between police actions and war. The understanding 
was that U.S. participation in U.N.-authorized actions amounting to war 
would require separate and specific authorization of Congress.:m In 
essence, this authorization was to be a declaration of war. At present, 
the United States has never entered into an Article 43 agreement. 227 
In 1945, neither Congress nor the President suggested that the President 
has inherent authority to make an Article 43 agreement, to commit U.S. 
forces to offensive action simply on Security Council authorization,228 
or to commit U.S. forces to offensive actions simply on his own 
initiative. 229 
This understanding of article 43 changed dramatically with the 
Korean War, when President Truman committed American forces to war 
on U.N. authorization but without a Congressional declaration. 230 A 
State Department memorandum claimed that as Commander in Chief the 
President had full control over U.S. forces and could employ them 
without Congressional approval to protect "the broad interests of 
American foreign policy. "231 This memo was either an assertion of 
very broad inherent executive powers or a very expansive redefinition of 
self-defense. In either case, it asserted the right of the President acting 
221. ld. § 287(d) (1988). 
222. Jd. 
223. /d. 
224. !d. 
225. Jane E. Strolll$Cth, Rnhin/cing War Pow~rs: Coogrers, the Pruidl!nt. and rh~ U.n.i!~ 
226. /d. sf 620. 
227. !d. 
228. ld. ar 604, 614-15. 
229. /d. 
230. Stromseth. supra non: 225, at 621. 'I1Ieie is evidence h~ would bave acted even without 
U.N. authorlution. /d. 
231. Authority oj lht! Prefident Ia Repel the A/tad; iJJ Kom1, OEP'T ST. Buu. .• July 1950, at 
173, 174. 
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alone to go beyond the just causes of customary law and to employ 
forces simply because he believes it is in the national interest. 
President Bush presented similar views of executive power for 
con:unitment of U.S. forces to Desert Storm.232 He stated afterwards 
that he "didn't have to get permission from some old goat in the United 
States Congress to kick SaddaJri Hussein out of Kuwait. "233 It further 
appears that he believed he possessed this power independently of the · 
U.N. authorization which he courted so carefully while virtually ignoring 
Congress. If he viewed the action in Kuwait as offensive he had an 
incredibly strong view of inherent executive power. On the other hand, 
he may have believed that Desert Storm was a defensive action even 
from the United States' perspective, and therefore, required no 
Congressional approval. This would entail, however, an extremely 
expansive view of self-defense,' making it little more than a promotion 
of national interest. 
There are several theories that espouse the theme that the President 
alone, or the President along with the United Nations, does not need 
Congressional authorization to wage war. One theory states that all 
U.N. actions are police actions regardless of size.234 Since they are not 
wars, U.S. participation requires no Congressional approval. 235 A 
similar theory argues that the Constitution does not require Congressional 
approval for Article 43 agreements once the United States became· a 
member of the United Nations. The President then has the duty to 
execute the law of the land which includes treaty obligations.236 Of 
course, this argument also improperly assumes that nothing in the 
232. Presklenl George ll.W., Renwb to Tcxu Slate Republiean Converuion in Dallas, Texas, 
28 WEIOO.Y COMP. PREs. l)oc, 1119 (June 20, 1992), 
233. /d. Bl 112()-21. 
234. · Thomas M. Frank & Faiza Patel, Agom: TIJ~ Gulf Crl.ris in lntemildoMI Wid Foreign 
Re/atioos Law, 85 AM. I . .!Nf'L L. 63, 64 (1991). "As a tawa11!1llttar, lr is obvious on ils face 
that the Cbamr, In creating the new police power, intended to clllablish an exclusive alternative to 
the old war sysll!m. • /d. at 64. As such, !be authors imply tbat the U.S. Comdwtion may be 
amended by treaty Slating !hat "[flbc hawks and doves, insa:ad of welcoming a new era too long 
aborning, clin8 10 a lheory of cowdtutionalism that was specifiCally n:butrcd by lhe Seruue when 
ratifYing the Cba.ner and leglslaaing the implclllllnlation of the new UN !'Oilro!! ~wer. • !:!. ;: ~:;. 
235. !d. 
236, GLENNON, Sllpll1 note 2! I, at l02. 
/d. 
On the other luwd, presidents have azgucd on occasion dtat a treaty conferred 
discretioJWY authority to inuUduce the anncd fon:es into hoSlilllies to enfo= the terms 
of that trealy ' ' •• 
AJthou8h not alway$ articulated lhls way, !be claim mlght have been ibat the 
Constitution requind ibat the President "llllcc care dtat the laws be failhfully ex~tcd· 
and that treaties COD$thute mw for purposes of the faithful<l<ewtion clause. 
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Constitution forbids altering or delegating the allocation of war powers 
by statute or treaty. 231 A third theory is that all U.N. actions are in 
effect defensive since they serve the end of defending world peace or 
since an attack on anyone is considered an attack on all. 238 
Presumably, the President ~y corrunit forces without Congressional 
consent because the power to act on his own initiative in defensive wars 
has always been recognized. 
· A myriad of theories allow the President to act without 
Congressional approval or consent. All of these arguments are 
disingenuous attempts to alter the Constitution to fit contemporary 
"needs." Indeed, there is one common ploy used by the sophisticated 
and the simple to demonstrate that declarations of war are not required 
and that the President may therefore initiate war. This ploy is instituted 
as follows: 
The question is asked: How many wars has the U.S. been involved 
in? The answer varies, but sometimes runs In excess of two 
hundred. The next question is asked: How many of these were 
delcared wars? The answer given is five. 
The simple end the discussion, having proven their point. The 
sophisticated proceed ·to talk about law-creating custom in which state 
practice gives new meaning to the living Constitution239 or to argue 
that this is proof that the Constitution does not require declarations for 
237, The issue of lhe constitulionalil)' of delegating government powers is similar 10 lhat found 
in domestic adminiSllllclve law. In administnllive law, lhe nondelegadon doctrine is so eroded that 
little of it is left. There is greater judk:i.al aulhoricy for delegating Congressional powm relating 
to foreign matters tban even dome&tic onei. Se8, e.g. Dame$ & Moore v. Regan, 453 U.S. 654 
(1981): United States v, Curtiss-Wright Export C01p., 299 U.S. 304 (1936). On !he olher hand, 
there are several factol'$1hat may make lhe delegation oflhe war powers more restrictive. They ale 
not legislative in nature and lhe Constitution gives them specifteally 10 Congress. Because the 
Consrirution doesn't specifically fortid their delegation, the ttst in Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. I 
(19S7) and Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416 (1920) would not seem 10 preclude delegation by 
treal)'. Once· a texrual approach 10 the Constirution is abandoned lhcrc is absolutely no limit on 
delegation except political expediency. 
2~8. S'irUii~W. supra nom ll5. ar 6i3. A Ji..rnilar reasoning may apply to other collective 
security arrangemeiiiS. NATIONAL SECURITY LAW 821 (John Norton Moore, et al. eds. 1990). 
/d. 
If the "constitutional processes• of the United Stares do not require a legislative 
aulhorization before lhe Prc.sldcnt can authorize bosdlidcs in me face of an anncd &lll!ck 
against the United Sa.tts, and lhc treaty as a maaer of law uansforms an atttek against 
a NATO ally lniO an atttek agaiiiSl the United States, one could argue lhat the treaty is 
sclf-e~ecuting in that no additional legislative approval is needed. 
239. GI..ENNON, supra IIOie 21 I , at 40-42. 
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all . offensive war in the first place. I«l Either way this approach 
involves a gross distortion of facts. 
Many U.S. wars have gone undeclared for good reason. Most of 
them have been defensive. Therefore, no declaration has been required. 
Furthennore, as discussed above, "solemn" declarations are required 
only to initiate perfect wars.241 · All offensive wars require some 
declaration of war, but because they can only punish or exact 
compensation in proportion to the injury, most are · limited or 
imperfect. 242 Therefore, Congress can authorize offensive actions with 
means other than Ksolemn" declarations.243 Congress has done this on 
several occasions.244 
C. The True Nature of the War Powers 
The argument that the war po.wers are inherently executive in nature 
is fundamentally flawed. The decision to go to war involves both a legal 
and a prudential judgment.245 The primary judgment is legal in nature. 
It is the detennination that there is or is not just cause.w This does 
not suggest that the decision to use force is to be determined by the 
courts. Rather it is a question of methodology that can be demonstrated 
by considering the two common ways in which people use the word 
"judgment." A legal judgment is backward-looking. It detennines w~at 
happened, or who did it, and whether a standard of conduct has been 
violated. If the law was broken, a judge awards punishment or 
conwensation to satisfy the demands of justice. 
Once a nation has made a legal judgment that there is just cause, it 
must still exercise "good judgment" in deciding how best to remedy 
those wrongs. This kind of judgment is prudential in nature, which is 
forward-looking. 241 In making prudential judgments, persons apply 
what they have learned in the past and what they know about their 
current circumstance. They use this knowledge not to judge whether 
someone has committed an offense, but rather to achieve a particular 
240. Eugene V. Rostow, • Once More Ulllo the Breach: • The War Powers ResolJJJion Revisiud, 
21 VAL. U. L. REv. I. 5-6 (1986) [hereinafter Onct Mou UJrJO ""- Br,~c.!!]. 
:Z41. ~e supra notes 188·93 and a<:eampanying ccxt. 
242. ld. 
243. ld. 
244. War Powers ResolntWII: Hearings &fore the !Wwlt Conwtitueon Foreign Re/Oiions, 95th 
Cong., l.stSess. 84 (1977) (testimony of Mr. Abl1llwnSofaer) [bereinafter W<ll' PowenResolllrion). 
245. See supra part W.A.2. 
246. /d. 
247. Id. 
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objective. The person who acts most appropriately and effectively in· 
making decisions is said to exercise good judgment. 
Legal judgments are the centerpiece of the customary law concept 
of jus ad bellum. The. whole purpose of jus ad bellum is that war is 
governed by law and that a nation must judge that it has just cause before 
resoning to anns.2A8 However, once there is a legal judgment, a 
nation must mak;e two distinct but ·closely related types of prudential 
judgments. Both types of prudential judgment are extremely important 
and often become the center of attention. The first is whether military 
force should be used at all. 249 Military force may not be the wisest 
course of action even when all peaceful means have been exhausted. The 
wrong may be too slight or the offender too powerful to make an appeal 
to arms prudent. The second type of prudential judgment that must be 
made is how best to prosecute a war effort.250 Both of these decisions 
are designed to most effectively accomplish the mission at the least cost 
in lives and resources. 
Indeed, one of the most familiar legal maxims is that no one should 
be the judge of his own case. 251 However, where there is no superior 
neutral judicial tribunal to which nations may take their cases, they must 
be their own judges.252 The Framers of the U.S. Constitution 
obviously believed that Congress, a large and deliberative body, was 
more likely than a single executive to render impartial decisions. 
Additionally, if the nation was to commit its blood and treasure to war, 
the people's representatives were seen to be most fit to make that choice. 
James Madison noted that "the power to declare war, including the 
power of judging the causes of war, is fully and exclusively in the 
Jegislature."253 Once the nation is committed to war, however, the 
Constitution entrusts the prudential decisions involved in prosecuting the 
war effort to the President.254 
The foreign policy powers, in particular the power to make war, 
bear some resemblance to the executive powers.25~ John Locke 
248. Su supra pan W. 
249. Su supra pan W.A.2. 
250. Su supra no~ 76-79 and accollljl81lying text, 
25!. S:: supm rrV~ 07 m.i acc;ompanying u-xt. 
252. /d. . 
253. 3 MICHAEL 1. GLENNON & lliOW.S M. PRANCX, UNITitt> STATES FOREIGN RELATIONS 
LAW 69, 79 (1981). 
254. See generally THE i'EDERAUST No. 69 (Alexander Hamilton). 
255. Alexander Hamilton, PaciticusNo. 1. (Pililadelpbill, Iurie 29, 1793), in !5 THE PAPERS OF 
Ai.EJoo.IDER HAMILTON 33, 39 (Harold C. Syn:n ed., 1969); 
42 
The geru:rnl doctrine then of our constitution is, thatlhe EXECUTIVE POWER. of 
th~ Nation is vested in the President; subject only 10 the exceptions and qu[a]lifications 
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observed that they are "much Jess capable to be directed by antecedent, 
standing, positive laws" than even the executive power.256 Locke 
further noted that the executive and federative powers are distinct, 
though usually invested in the same person. Nevertheless, while in 
practice the chief executive of most states nonnally possessed federative 
powers, such powers are not inherently executive in nature.257 Only 
if one takes a purely functionalist approach in determining the nature of 
governmental powers may the federative powers be viewed as 
executive.:zss However, from a functionalist perspective it is improper 
to speak of anything as having an inherent nature.:zs9 Madjson, on the 
other hand, argued that the power to make war was legislative in nature 
because it bore similarities to law-making.281 Specifically, he 
contended that declarations of war significantly alter the legal relations, 
rights, and responsibilities of individuals and nations. 
Federative powers are distinct from legislative and executive powers 
for a number of reasons. Locke wrote that nation states are in a state of 
nature with one another, meaning there is no superior civil authority.261 
/d. 
which are expressed in die inslnlmcnt. 
Two of dlcse have been already noticed-the participation of die Senate in die 
appointment of Officers and die maJdDg of Treaties. A third remairu 10 be mentioned 
the right of the LegiSlaiUre •to dectan: war and grant letters of marque and reprisal. • 
256. LocKE. supra noa: 209, 1147. 
257. 14. 
258. BasicaJJy, for die functionalist, a dling is-whall:vcr it does. If die e~eculive bl11!11;h, be it 
King or President, c:ommences wars then war-making must be an executive function because that is 
somelhing the exe<:utive docs. 
In other words, insll:ad of assuming hidden causes or tranSCendental principles 
behind everydting we see or do, we are 10 redefiJlt; die concepts of abstract lbougbt as 
constructs, or fu:nctions, or complexes, or patll:nu, or arrangements. of the things that 
we do >U;tually see or do. All concepts that cannot be defined in a:rms of !he elements 
of actual experience are meaningless. 
Felix S. Cohen, TranscendOJiaJ Nonsi!Mt and /he FwJaioMl Approach, 35 COLUM. L. Rev. 809, 
826 (193.5). 
259. James Madison, Helvidius, No.[, (1793), IYprinml in I LlmERs AND OTHER WR111NGS 
OF JAMES MADISON, 615 (1.8. Lippinc:oU & Co. ed. 1%5): 
/d. 
All his [the President's) acts. dlercforc, properly executive, must presuppose the 
existence of the laws to be execull:d ••.. 
. . . A declaration that there shall be war is not an execution of law•: it does not 
suppose prc-e!dsting laws to be euculed; it Is not. in any respect, an act merely 
executive. It is, on die contrary, one of the most delibcradve acts that can be performed. 
and, when performed, has the effect of repealing all die laws operating in" !late of 
peace, so far as they are inconsisU:nt wit!J. a state of war, and of enacting as a 1\lle for die 
executive, a new code adapted 10 die relation between the !OCiety and i!s fo!llign enemy. 
260. 14. 
261. LocKE, rupra note 209, , l4S. 
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For the legal positivist, who believes that law is nothing mqre than the 
commands of a political sovereign, the fact that nations are in. a "state of 
nature" makes law impossible. 
Since the 19th century, international lawyers have tried to convince 
themselves and others that there really is such a thing as international 
law. 262 International law arises not from legislation but agreement 
among nations. This basic reality of independent nations is what makes 
it improper to speak of the federative powers as legislative or executive 
in nature. Congress does not enact laws regulating condu!:t between 
nations. The President does not act as a superior civil magistrate 
executing the law of Congress, but as one among equals appealing to a 
law that binds all nations. 
If this analysis is correct, the Constitution's delegation of all 
executive powers to the President has little relevance for allocation of 
war powers. Therefore, any express grants of the federative powers, 
whether to the President or to Congress, should be interpreted no more 
narrowly or generously than any other specific grant of power. AU of 
the federative powers, namely foreign affairs powers, belong to the 
government· of the United States and are therefore federal powers.263 
262. Intemationallawycrs.bave questioned the existence of international law sirn:e tbe tinw of 
JOHN AUSTIN'S 'niE PlWVJDENCE Of IUIUSPRUDENCE DEIERMINED {1832). See e.g., LoUIS 
HENKIN El' AL., INTERHATIONAL LAw 10 (3d cd. 1993): 
International law .bas h.ad to justify its legitimacy and reality. Its title to law bas 
been challenged on the ground thai by hypothesis and dcfurition there can be no law 
governing soven:ign states. Skeptics have argued that !here can be no international law 
since lhere is no intemalionallegislature to make il, no international executive 10 enforce 
il, and no effective international judiciary 10 develop 11 or to resolve dispuiCs about 11. 
International law bas been said no1 to be "real law since it is commonly dim:garded, 
states obeying II only when !bey wish to, when ills In their Interest to do so. • 
Id. Inte.rnationallaw, in luge measure, is based on agrecmen~ eilher express or implied, among 
narions. If there Is no superior political lllllbority, what makes lhese agree menu legally binding? 
Hans Kelson tried to answer d!is question when he wrote !hat i! is binding "because a basic nonn 
is presupposed which cslablisbes his custom among states as a law-creating rae!. • This he says is 
"the 'constirution' of international law in a lmlsCcndental-logicaJ sense." This forms !he basis for 
all olher norms including lhe obligation to keep one's treaties. HANS KasEN, PuRE 'niEORY OF 
LAW 216-17 (Max Knighl aans., 1967). The classic commenlaries believed that interruuional law 
is legally binding and truly law ~use there is a higher bw of natun: tiJat makes agrceinenu 
binding and authorizes stales to sanction bmches, 
263. H~milton. IYJ!!!! !M!te 255, a!: 3-5. Hamilton ::c:;;, fuiit~L d-Uit, u[iJ~ wm f.Vi ~ dispulcd 
thai the managemenl of the affairs of this countly wilh foreign nations is confided to Jhe Govcnunent 
of the United Slates.• /d. In United States v, Curtiss-Wright Ellpon Corp. 299 U.S. 304. 318 
(1936). the Supreme Coun noted !hal: 
44 
II resuiiS thai the investment of the federal government wid! d!e powers of external 
sovereignty did 1101 depend upon the affirmative graniS oftbe Constitution. The powers 
to declare and wage war, to conclude peace, ro make tteatise, to malnlllin .diplomatic 
relations wilb olher S<>vereignlies, if tbey h.ad never been mentioned in the Constirution, 
would have vested in the federal govel'ltlliCil! as necessary conwuritm1s of nationality. 
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Any foreign affairs powers that the Constitution does not specifically 
allocate, may be allocated by Congressionally-enacted law to the other 
branches through the Constitution's necessary and proper clause. U4 
The Constitution· gives Congress the power to declare war. This 
power entails the right to judge the causes of war, to judge the wisdom · 
of going to war, and to make domestic legal changes necessary for the 
war effort. Congress may limit the nature, extent, and objectives of 
hostilities to ensure proportionality of reprisals and to check against 
dangerous expansion of the hostilities. The President, as Commander in 
Chief, has the power to conduct the war effort and defend against attack. 
A more difficult question arises in regard to control of the 
President's decisions as Commander in Chief.w Since that office is 
specifically delegated to the President, the powers entailed must have 
some content that Congress cannot interfere with. Tactical and 
operational decisions it would seem are relatively free from direct 
Congressional control. However, Congress has considerable influence 
over even these matters through the powers of the purse, raising armies, 
maintaining a Navy, and malting rules to govern the armed forces.266 
Another difficult question concerns the deployment of forces in 
peacetime. If the President deploys troops in places they are sure to be 
attacked, he would nullify the war powers of Congress. A great deal of 
Jd. Curtiss-Wright is ci~ only for the proposition that the power over foreign affaiJS resides in the 
federal government. Some implications of the decision regarding the soan:c of the powers .and their 
resid~ru:e in lhe executive blllllCb are ctroneous. Su David M. Levitan, T/1<! Foreign Relalion.r 
Power: An Alullysis of Mr. Juslice SJJth~rl.wul·s 'lhtory, 55 YALE L.J. 467 (1946); Clwles A. 
I..Gfgren, United States V. Curtisi-Wrighl Export Corporation: An H'ISioriCIJJ &RSSUSrMfll, 83 YALE 
L.J. I (1973). . 
264 .. U.S. CoNST. arc. !, § 8, cl. 18. This use of the necessary and proper clause waa discussed 
in lhe War Powers Act's legislative history. All noted by !he debates: 
It is also of grcal imponance to note that the residual legislative aulhority over the . 
entire domain of foreign policy-not just 1l1e war power-was placed in CongiCsS by the 
Constitution. Members of Congress have dmnsdves perhaps undecestiDm~ the 
authorily vesll:d in lhem by lhe • necessary and proper" clause • . . . That clause entNsts 
the Congress ro make all laws "n=ssary and propet for canying into execution" not 
only ils own powers but "all otllcr powers vested by !his ConstiDJtion in lhe Govel11ltJCnt 
of !he United Slates, or in any d~nt or offur thereof. • 
Report ofrM St/IDie For~ig!! !>~!al!.&:;o C<immitru on 1M War PowenAa. S. Rep. 220. 93d C011,!! .• 
1st Sess. (1973). 
265. Tim FEDElWlsr NO. 69 (Alexander Hamilton). "The Pmideni is to be 
commander-i~H:hief o( tile army and navy of the UnitW SillieS •••. II would amount to nothing 
more !han the supreme cotn.mlllld and di=tion of die miliwy and naval forces, as ftrSt genera! and 
admirnl of lhc Confederacy •••• • ld. 
266. U.S. CONST. art. l, § 8. 
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the controversy over the War Powers Resolution focuses on this 
issue.~' 
If the conclusion reached in Part ill is correct, namely that the 
Panama invasion was an offensive act of war, and the conclusion of this 
Part is correct, that only Congress has the power to authorize offensive 
war, then Operation Just Cause violated the U.S. Constitution. The 
United States violated customary and treaty law by proceeding without 
a declaration of war. It violated the U.N. Charter for going to war at 
an. 
Surprisingly however, the President could argue quite persuasively 
that he complied with the War Powers Res(!lutionl63 even though he 
certainly would not admit being bound by it. Section 154l(c) of the 
Resolution states that the President may introduce forces into hostilities 
"only pursuant to (l) a declaration of war,. (2) specific statutory 
authorization; or (3) a national emergency created by an attack upon the 
United States, its territories or possessions, or its armed forces. "269 
This section appears to be a simple restatement of the war powers as 
allocated in the Constitution. Moreover, this section appears to be based 
upon the customary law distinction between offensive and defensive war. 
However, sections 1543 and 1544 attempt to give the President greater 
power than the Constitution pennits by allowing the President to 
introduce forces anywhere for· up to 90 days without Congressional 
authorization.m Operation Just. Cause complied with this portion of 
the War Powers Resolution. Accordingly, while most debate over the 
Resolution has focused on the question of whether the War Powers· 
Resolution unconstitutionally limits the President's power, the Panama 
invasion illustrates the fact that the War Powers Resolution attempts to 
delegate Congressional powers to the President. 271 
D. Changing World or Changing Missiotl? 
The "world is changing" approach to reinterpreting the Constitution 
is at the heart of the war powers debate. m It provides the basis for 
the view that inherent executive powers allow the President to initiate 
267. 1 TURNER,supronote209,1ll80-85. Mr. TurnerarpitSforhTIJ1!1l l"'We!!. n>.eo.•.i!y:~ 
oi aulllors WORMUTH AND FmMAGE, supra note 140, finding limited inherent authority i5 more 
convincing. 
268. 50 u.s.c. §§ 1541·1548 (1988). 
269. SO U.S.C. § IS41(c) (1988). 
270. Id. §§ 1543, 1544. 
271. THOMAS F. EAGLETON, WAR AND PREsiDENTIAL PoWER: A CHRONICLE OF 
CONGRESSIONAL SURRENDER 203.{15 (1973). 
272. Stt supra notes 8, 12 and 11C1;0mpanylng text 
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war and that the United Slates may delegate war-making powers to the 
United Nations. Certainly the world and the nature of war in some 
respects have changed, and certainly the Framers did not foresee the 
development of an organization like the U.N. However, writers seldom 
explain exactly how all of this requires a shift of war powers from 
Congress to the President, except to say that it generates. a shorter time 
for responding to danger.273 
All of this paints a picture of historical inevitability, but it belies the 
true nature of the change. In a discussion of the War Powers Resolution 
and the Constitution, one Presidential advisor, speaking with refreshing 
candor have stated the following: 
It is not so much that the world has changed in two hundred years as 
that the United States and its rgle in the world have changed 
substantially. The Constitution did not legislate a government 
designed for maximum efficieocy. It legislated a government 
designed to protect the rights of the individual against an overbearing 
government, and it does that very weU. The problem is that the 
inefficiency that kind of freedom-protecting innovation dictates makes 
it very difficult for a world power to discharge its 
respon~ibilities. 27~ 
This view of law makes it little more than an instrument of policy. 
National policy has changed. Therefore, the Constitution must change. 
Law takes whatever form is necessary or expedient to legitimize policy 
decisions, and eventually law and politics become indistinguishable. 
Nevertheless, this is hardly a rule of law. Ironically, the rule of law and 
democratic processes of our Constitution are eliminated in order to make 
the world safe. for democracy and the rule of law. 
V. Just Cause and Just War Doctrine 
A. A Revival of Jlist War Doctrine 
A revival of interest in just war doctrine is evident in contemporary 
military education as weU as in theological discourse. National leaders 
have appealed to the just war doctrine· in r~nt wars to justify their 
decisions. American servicemen who must fight ,these wars and the 
American public who must support t.iem boi.h recognize the fundamental 
moral issues that are involved. Just war doctrine is not simply the 
273. Resiman, s11pra no1e lSI. al70.71. 
274. Syniposium. War Pawtrs and th• Consrillllion, Am. Entelprise lnst. Pub. Pol'y Res., Dec. 
6, 1983. a!4. 
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reflection of a 2QOO-year-old Western moral tradition based on social 
consensus. It reflects absolute and unchanging standards of right and 
wrong that are revealed in conscience, nature, and Scripture.275 
Policy-makers, lawyers, and operators who ignore this fundamental 
reality do so at great risk to the nation'~ welfare. Customary 
international law, as formulated in the 17th and 18th centuries, 
incorporated the essential legal elements of the just war doctrine. 276 
Additionally, the U.S. Constitution delegates the war powers in such a 
way as to foster compliance with both the legal and prudential elements 
of that doctrine. m 
Classic just war doctrine developed over the course of a thousand 
years, beginning with Augustine and culminating with the Spanish 
theologian and lawyer, Victoria. Augustine addressed all of the basic 
issues and set the framework for discussion that continues to this day. 
Theologians, knights, canon lawyers, and civil lawyers worked within 
that framework developing details and making applications. 278 
Occasionally, they made significant departures from it, most notably in 
the practice of holy war. 279 Regardless of the relative influence of the 
various participants, the doctrine is uniquely a product of Christian 
thought. Although contemporary writers parse O\lt the particulars of the 
doctrine in different ways, they are in essential agreement as to the basic 
contents. An identification of the elements includes just cause, right 
authority, right intention; proportionality of ends, last resort, reasonable 
hope of success, and the aim of peace. 280 
It is important to remember that "just cause" is only one element of 
a "just war." This fact highlights two different meanings of the word 
"justice" as used in Christian theology.281 It also serves as a reminder 
27S. Yet. undoubtedly. the revealed law is of infinir,ty more authenticity than dle moral system 
lim is framed by elhlcal writer.; and denominated rwural Jaw, because one is the Jaw of naiUrc 
expressly declared so to be by God himst~lf and the olber is only what by tile assistance of human 
reason, wi: imagine to be lhat Jaw. BU.CKSTONE, supm no!C 150, at •42. 
276. · Sett supra part m.A. 
277. Seesupra pan IV. 
278. FREI>ElUCK H. RUSSELL, 1l!E JUST WM IN 11ffi MIDDLE AGES (1975); JAMES TuRNER 
JOHNSON, IDEOLOGY, REASON, AND n!E LIMITATION OF WM: R.EiJGJOUS AND SECU!..Ail 
CONCEl'I'S 121J0.!740, 26-80 (1975). 
219. See infra notes 295-301 and accompanying r,xt. 
280. James "I'lltmr JobiLson. Just War Thinking and it: CMitmporary Application: Ihe Moral 
S/gnifiamce of the Weinbergttr Doctrine, In 1liE REcoliRSE TO WAll.: AN APP!l.AisAL OF nJE 
WaNBEI!OER DocTIUNE 81 (Alan Ned Sabrosky & Roben L. Sloane eds., 1988) (he!l'inafior Just 
War IhW:btg and its Corrumporary Applicanon]. These an: thejU!l ad bttllum elements of just war 
doctrine. Johnson identifies two other elements relating !IJ jus in belic: proportionality and 
dlscrimirultion (noncombatant immunity). 
281. 1 CHARLES HOOGE. SYSrEMATIC THEoLOOY 416 (1979). 
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that just war doctrine is a composite of legal and prudential 
elements. 282 In Christian theology, upon which the just war doctrine 
is based, justice is used in a broad sense to refer to the swn total of a 
person's moral obligations.283 Justice may also be used in a narrow 
sense to refer to the judgment of a coun.284 Judges must decide cases 
justly, but all men must also behave justly. To make just war, there 
must be a legal judgment that there is just cause and a prudential 
judgment that war will not be disproportionately costly. In Christian 
theology, all judgments, be they legal or prudential, are moral in nature, 
even though the judgments involve different methods of decision making. 
. Many question whether a doctrine that is fundamentally the product 
of Western medieval Christianity can have contemporary relevance, 
However, some scholars do believe that just war doctrine has \1 very 
practical and significant relevance in formulating U.S. defense policy. 
Those scholars propound that former Secretary of Defense Caspar 
Weinberger's criteria285 for the employment of U.S. combat forces 
overseas are basically those of just war doctrine: 
282. See supra pan m.A.2. S<:vcral elemerusofjust war doctrine enralllcgaljudgmcnts, while 
some enrall P"!dcntial judgments. Still olheJS IIJ'C a c:ombinalion of legal and prudential. 
283. The word justic,, or righteousness, is used in S.:ripture sometimes in a 
wider and sometimes In a more mtric!M sense. In theology, it is often 
distinguished as justitia lnu:ma, or moral eJCcellence, and justitia extema, or 
rectirude of conduce ..•• 
. . . He l<lodl is a righteous ruler; all his laws are holy, just, and good. In his 
moral government He failhfuUy adheres to those Jaws. He is impartial and uniform in 
their execution. 
HODOE. supra note :Z81, at 416. 
284. As Q judge be reodel:8 unto evecy man according I!) his works. Rc neither 
condemns lhe innocent, nor clears lhe guilty; neilher does He ever punish with 
undue severity, Hence the justice of God is distinguished as rectoraJ, or that 
which is concerned in the imposition of righteous laws and In their impartial 
execution; and distributive, or that which is manifeSfed in llie righteous 
distribution of rewards and punlshmenl. The Bible collS1lllllly repte$CnlS God 
as a righteous ruler and a justjndge. 
HODOE. supra nou: 281, at 416. Hodge's use of the term •n:ctoraJ" corresponds with this anicle's 
use of !he U:rm •prudential," and his u:rm "distributive• 10 this article's use of the tenn "legaL" 
They are related but distinct u:rms. 
Hodge further asserts that lhem are constant Biblical references to God as a jusc judge, 
including the following: "He will jndge !he world in rigbteeusne3S; he will govern dlc peoples with 
justice," halm 9:8; "Endow the Jdng with your justic,, 0 God, the royal son wilb your 
righteousness." Psalm 72:1. 
285. Caspar Weinberger, 171e Uses of Military Powtr, Rtmatks w the National Press Club 
(November 28, 1984) reprlnud in CAsPAR WEINBERGER, l'IGimNG FOR PEACE: SEVEN CRmCAL 
YEARS IN nu; PENTAGON 433 (1990). The six criteria listed In his remari<Ji have become known 
as the Weinberger Doctrine. 
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[T}he Weinberger Doctrine provides a clear and persuasive . 
contemporary example of just war thinking. I mean this claim in the 
following senses: first, that the categories of thought employed . . . 
in his "six conditions for coinmitting United States military forces" 
correspond directly with major categories that have coalesced in 
historical just war tradition; and second, that the content . . . is 
consistent with the content of just war tradition. :1!6 
Specifically, those believing that just war doctrine affec~ U.S. 
defense policy claim that the Weinberger criteria correspond directly to 
the just war criteria as follows:287 
Just War Wein!;!!;rger Docttjne 
Just cause I. Vital to national interests 
Right authority 2. Support of American people and their 
elected representatives 
Proportioilality of ends 3. Continual assessment of objectives and 
forces committed 
Reasonable hope of success 4. Clear intention of winning 
Last resort 5. Last resort 
Right intention 6. Clearly defmed political and military 
objectives 
End of peace 7. (Implied in 1 and 5) 
The parallel drawn between the just war and Weinberger doctrines 
is extremely strained. While the two appear to be similar, there is a 
fundamental dissimilarity between the two doctrines that looms far larger 
than any similarities. The Weinberger Doctrine is a compendium of 
286. Ju.rr War 1hinkillg and Ss Omwnporary Applirolion, supra nole 280, a186. As stated by 
Professor Johnson, the leading contemponuy writer on just war: 
ltf. 
[Tjbe Weinberger Doctrine provide.> a clear and persuasive <:<>ntemporal}' example of just 
war thinlcinj:. I mean this claim in the following se=s: first, !hal the c:aregorie5 of 
thought employed ... in his "six conditions for camm1t+: ... g UrJii;d Si.&ic.s military forces' 
correspond din:ctly with major caregories dull have coalesu:d in historical j11;1t war 
nadition; and second, !hat the content • . • i5 consimltt with rile content of just war 
uadition. 
287. !d. a1 101. The order lisred here is not Profe.sor JohnSon's nor fo~r Secrewy 
Weln~rger's. lt is tho order in which the crireria are disciWed below. The just war criteria begin 
with those that are priDillrily legal in nature and lllQve on to those whicb are prudential. 
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pure_ly prudential considerations. At best, it is just war doctrine minus 
just cause. 
In fact, the Weinberger Doctrine is clearly missing several other 
legal criteria than simply just cause. Additionally, the prudential criteria 
of the Weinberger Doctrine are narrower than those of the just war 
doctrine. Secretary Weinberger developed his standard in response to 
fears of imprudent U.S. military involvement in Central America or 
failed ventures like that in Beirut.m Weinberger's main purpose was 
to limit the commitment of U.S. combat forces· overseas and to assure 
our military of full national commitment where it is employed. 289 
From the Department of Defense's perspective the criteria provide some 
very important prudential guidelines for the use of force, and in that 
sense they are limiting factors.290 However, if the Weinberger 
Doctrine was meant to be a comprehensive list of criteria for the national 
decision to use force, it is severely wanting. 
The elements of just war doctrine are described below. The 
description will show that legal criteria ani the heart of the doctrine. 
This should not be viewed as a sacrifice of prudential concerns, such as, 
national interests, to an unrealistic legality. Law, as properly conceived, 
serves policy by being one of the surest guides to prudent decisions. 
Operation Just Cause is considered in light of these just war criteria. A 
comparative analysis of the Weinberger Doctrine .then follows. 
B. Just War Doctrine 
1. Just Cause.-Augustine is considered the foremost expositor of 
just war doctrine, even though he did not describe it systematically at 
any one place in his writings. He wrote that wars which avenge injuries 
are just.~~ Later writers described with more specificity what it means 
to avenge injuries. Gratian's Decretum, the first and perhaps greatest 
systematic compilation and treatment of canon law, held that nations may 
use force in self-defense, to exact compensation and to punish.292 
288. Su Bernard Gwertzrnan, Shu~ In Waming 011 Combai Troops for La1ln Region Fun 
Agom'ling Choice: He Says Failure to Aid &~Is i:n Nlcmagua Adds tu Risk of U.S. Mllilary Role, . 
N.Y. TIMFS~ May 24. 1985. a~ A!; B~!!!.!!n:! Qt.¥ert:ma.u, U.S. Tu Rebuild Lebanon ·s Army; 40.000 
Men is /he Ullimate Goal, Dec. 3, 1982, at A12. 
289. Weinberger, supra note 285, at 433. 
290. /d. 
291. AUGUSllNE, ThE em OF GoD blc. xix, cb. 7 (Robert Maynard Hutchins ed. & Marcus 
Dods trllnS., 1952) ("For i1 is lhe wroog-<loing of lhc opposing pany which ""lliP<'ls !he wise man 
to wage just wan .... "). Su aJ.ro RUSSELL, supra nom 278, at 18. 
292. RUSSELL, supra note 278, at 60-68. Thomas Aqulllas quotes Augustine as aulhority for 
defming just cause: • 'A ju>t war is usually described as one that &V""lJOS wroogs, when a nation 
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These same bases were accepted by the civil lawyers of Medieval 
Europe. 29~ Sanctions were based on the eJtistence of fault, and war 
was· seen as an extraordinary form of lawsuit to vindicate justice. The 
underlying wrongs, and remedies available, were closely analogous to 
those in a domestic legal system. Gratian's threefold purpose for the use 
· of force is also reflected in the international law treatises of Vattel and 
Grotius. Likewise, the writings of the Roman philosopher Cicero assert 
these three purposes, but Cicero's writings also differ from Christian just 
war doctrine in other ways.294 
During the medieval period, attempts· were made to expand the 
bases of just cause. The most noteworthy was the development of the 
concept of holy war. m Holy war is supposedly justified on the sole 
basis that others do not share the same .religious beliefs.29t> The goals 
of conquest and conversion thus become lawful. 297 Religious 
differences, even in the absence of other wrongs, are treated as just cause 
for war.298 This theory was used in part to justify the Carolingian 
conquest of Europe and the medieval Crusades in the Middle East. 299 
However, Pope Innocent IV and the canon lawyer Hostiensis denied the 
right to make war on Muslims or other pagans merely because they were 
unbelievers. 300 This appears to have become the prevailing view in the · 
just war doctrine .. Only the traditional just causes are a proper basis for 
war. Crusades to recapture the Holy Land were justified not on the basis 
or state bas to be punishl:d, for refusing to make amends for the wrongs llfflleled by its subjects, or 
to restOre what it has seized Ul\iuStly. '" THOMAS AQUINAS, THE SUMMA 'I'HEoLoGICJ\ ·pt. U, fi, 
question 40, an. I (Raben Maynanl Hutchins ed. & Fathers of the English Domlnlcan Province 
traru., 19S2). 
293. RUSSELL, supra note 278, 81 137·38. In medlevU times, civil authority's very e~lstl:nce 
was to serve as God's agent of juslil:c punishing crimirulls and exactlng wmpensation for injuries. 
Thus, canon lawyers, lheologians, and civil lawyers all sbare<llhe same perspective, namely that 
lbeir autbority was derived from God and the Bible. Su, t.g., Romans 13:4 ("For be [tbe i:lvil 
ruler] Is God's servant to do you good. But if you do wrong, be afraid, for he does not bear the 
sword for nolbing. He is God's servant, an agent of wmth. to bring pullishment on the 
wrongdoer."). 
294. RUSSEL!., supra note 278, at S-6. 
295. ld. at 195·212; 251-57. 
296. ld. at 195. 
297. /d. 
298. ld. 
299. RUSSELL, supra noLe 278, atl95-212; 251-51. 
300. ld. at 199. It Wll!l IP!lO«Dt N and bis pupil Hostiensis wbo provided the conclusive 
discussion of Christian claims to territories ruled by infidels. Innocent denied !hat Chrimans could 
malce war on Saracens merely because they were infidels and expressly prohibited wars of 
conversiop. ld. 
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of religious differences, but by the fact it was territory that had been 
stolen from Christiandom. 301 
Holy war doctrine in Christian theology seems to have been laid to 
rest by Victoria. His treatise; De llulis et De Jure Belli Relection~. 
which is arguably the first modem treatise on international law, rejected 
the justification of religious differences for war against the American 
Indians.302 In fact, he argued for their right to fight against Christian 
nations in self-defense.303 
Religious differences are the justification for Islamic Holy War or 
Jihad.- The purpose of Jihad is conquest and conversion. The conquered 
who do not opt for conversion are- usually accorded an inferior civil 
status.304 
Holy war notions are not unique to religious thought. Cie,ero wrote 
approvingly of wars waged to impose the ideals of Rome. 305 In the last 
two centuries, the counterpart· to holy war has been war based on 
ideology. A common theme in most of these wars is that conquest is for 
the good of those who suffer under an inferior religious, social or 
political order. 
In the more recent Operation Just ·cause, there was a just cause 
basis for the invasion of Panama. There were nwnerous legal injuries 
that provided just cause for war including harm done to American 
citizens, breach of treaty rights, and failure to prosecute Noriega.300 
301. But when Sill'llllens invaded Christian territories or attru;ked Cbt:istlan$, bollt 
lite Churcb and the Christian prince of lbC territory could wage a just war 10 
avcoge their injuries and losses ..•. Wbcn Sarncens occupied the Holy Land 
the l:llse was very differcn~ for then either die Cburcb or any Christian prince 
could make war on them since Saracen possession of the Holy Land was an 
offense 10 Christ and all Christiaru. 
RUSSELL. supra note 278, ai 199. Professor Sohnson, leading schoLar on the just war doctrine, 
contl!nds lltat holy war was much more a pan of the "WIUJI and woof" of medieval just war doctrine. 
He also believes lhat it conuiboted to excesses in conducting war and to a retardation of development 
of jus in ~1/o. Ste JOHNSON', supra noll: 278, at 1200-1740, 26·80. 
Churcbmen recognized that conversion is not effected dirough force of anns, but rntber dirougb 
the preaching of the Gospel and wotlc of the Holy Spirit In individuals. Wbile tbc Bible uses martial 
imagery, it makes a clear distinction between civil govcmmenls' "swoni of steel" and lhe Church's 
"swoni of the Spirit." Su, e.g., 2 Corin!hituu 10:3-5; Ephes«zM 6:17; Hebrews4:12. Sinct at 
least the Stb century, Christendom bi.s diBwn jurisdictional distinctions between Church and stall: 
based on this "'tufl) sword!" a~rr:..n.:. HAROLP J. BERivW'i, LAW AND REvOLtmONS 92 (1983). 
302. l'RANCISCUS DE VJCTOJUA, DE l'ND!S ET Dl! lURE BEUI REfl.EcrtONES 171 (John Pawley 
Batt! tr.ms. 1917). 
303. !d. at 129-49. 
304. Joseph N. Kickasola, Kissing tht Son: The Tragedy ofiM Cbnscienr:t, the Cuscou, and 
the CrosJ, 136 Christian Statesman, July-Aug. 1993. at 3, 7-8. 
' 305. BERNAIID T. ADENEY, lUST WAil, PounCAL REAIJSM, liND PMT!l 24-27 (1988). 
306. Su oupra parts U. ill.C. 
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Whether or not Operation Just Cause complied with the other elements 
of just war doctrine is more problematic. Significantly, the Panama 
Invasion was not a war waged in self-defense as the United States 
claimed. Furthermore, Panama's lack of democracy was not a just cause 
for waging war. It was, in effect, an ideological justification. 
Ambassador Einaudi's statement defending Operation Just Cause before 
the Organization of American States displays the fervor and rationale of 
warfare motivated by religious ideology: 
There are times in the life of men and of nations when history 
seems to take charge of events and to sweep all obstacles from its 
chosen path. At such moments, history appears to incarnate some 
great and Irresistible principle, such Clll the nation-state in the 17th 
century, nationalism in the 19th century, and decolonization in the 
middle part of this centnry. 
Today, we are once again living in historic times, a time when 
a great principle is ~preading across the world like wild fire. That 
principle, as we all. know, is the revolutionary idea that the people, 
not governments, are sovereign. This principle is the essence of the 
democratic form of government. It is an idea which bas, in this 
decade, and especially in this historic year - 1989 - acquired the 
force of historical necessity. :307 
The purpose of war limited to just cause is to return the wronged 
party to the staJUs quo ante bellum and not to use the war as an occasion 
to establish some new social order. The notion that war may be waged 
not simply to vindicate justice, but to establish a new social order, has 
its analogue in domestic law. Theories of social justice in a domestic 
system are designed to prevent_ all manner of injustice by remaking the 
social order by means of force rather than persuasion. The false 
assumption is that law and force can make people good or free or 
responsible or whatever else they are lacking. The same rationale that. 
seems to justify the use of force for establishing democracy justifies 
using force for establishing the whole panoply of human rights. If world 
peace, and therefore national interest, depend on universal adherence to 
democracy and practice of human rights, there are no legal limits left on 
the decision to make war. 
2. Right Authority~-There ~'ere several questions that medi~vai 
Christianity had to resolve under the element of right authority. 308 The 
307. H.R. Doc. No. 127, lOht Cong., 2d Sess. 2 (1990) (statement of Luigi R. Ein.audi, U.S. 
Pennanent Representatlve to !he O.A.S.). 
308. RuSSELL, supranote278, at68-8S, JQO..O.S, 138·.5.5; see alro AUGUSTINE, supra note 291, 
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first was whether or not, and under what conditions, private individuals 
could resort to force. 309 The second was what role the Church played 
in authorizing force. 310 The third question dealt with the allocation of 
authority among civil rulers ?11 The question was raised as to whether 
the emperor was the only authority that could authorize war, or whether 
lesser authorities could do so as well. 312 Although the particular 
answers given to these questions are not of immediate importance, they 
do highlight two important issues. The first issue is whether or not the 
decision-milking authority is to be distributed among nation states. ·The 
second issue addresses how this authority is to be distributed within a 
particular state. The first issue has the strongest implications for 
international law and the second for domestiC law. 
For example, if the invasion of Panama violated the U.N. Charter, 
it would appear that the "right authority" principle of just war doctrine 
was violated as well.· Of course, this assumes that nations inay delegate 
the authority to wage offensive war to an international organization. It 
is ~rguable that the attempted delegation of authority to the United 
Nations is itself a violation of classic just war doctrine. Today, 
international law is treated as nothing more than a system of positive law 
based on treaty and custom. Under a positivist view nothing is 
inherently required or forbidden by international law. The whole 
attraction of just war doctrine, however, is that there are absolute 
standards governing the conduct of nations that serve as a higher court 
of appeal. 
Medieval writers did not specifically address the question of whether 
a nation may delegate to an international organization its sovereign right 
to exact justice by engaging in offensive war. However, the issue is not 
totally novel to the 20th cent:Ury, either. The medieval writers had a host 
of biblical and historical materials to draw upon if they had decided to 
directly address the matter. For example, Augustine's The City of God 
is replete with appeals to Scripture and history. In this work, Augustine 
gives a theological explanation for man's sin and resulting wars. He 
deals specifieally with the biblical account of the Towel of Babel, in 
which God created a multiplicity of nations and spread them over the 
earth as a limitation on man's attempt to create a single political order 
bk: !, clt. 21. 
309. RUSSELL, supra note 278. at 68·85. 
310. ld. at IOO.QS. . 
311. ld. lU 138·55 .. 
312. !d. 
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to replace the Kingdom of God. 313 Augustine's view holds that a 
multiplicity of nations with limited jurisdiction is a necessary limitation 
on political, social and economic evil.314 Augustine's view is a direct 
contradiction to the new-world-order assumptions embodied in the vision 
of the United Nations. 315 The underlying premise of one-world 
goverrunent schemes· is that a multiplicity of nations is the cause of evil 
rather than a limitation upon it. 
The medieval writers further debated whether, among Christian 
rulers, the Holy Roman Emperor alone had the authority to wage 
offensive war. 316 Eventually, a consensus arose that lesser officials did 
have that right, but it remained difficult to determine at what level in the 
civil hierarchy that right resided. 317 In any event, the Erilperor was 
unable to monopolize force then, just as the Security Council is unable 
to monopolize force today. 
Most classic scholars based international law on the sovereignty of 
nation states. That baSis has been seriously questioned in this century. 
Vattel also took a strong stand that international law included preexisting 
and immutable laws of nature. Although he did not argue that the law 
of nature required multiple nation-states, he certainly implied this in the 
title of his treatise The lAw of Nations; or, Principles of the Law of 
Nature, · Applied to the Conduct and Affairs of Nations and 
Sovereigns.318 Moreover, he rejected the model which portrayed _the 
system of nation-states more like a universal republic. 319 Thus, under 
a natural law framework, it is arguable that the delegation to the Uiiited 
Nations of the right to use force is not only unworkable and imprudent, 
it is unlawful as a violation of jus cog ells. 
313. AUOU$11NE, supra no~ 291, bk. XVI, ch. 4. Stt aLro OellCSis 10; 11:1.·9; Deuteronomy 
32:8 ("When the Most High gave the Dlltiom their lnheriWICC, when he divided all mankind, he set 
up boundaries fur the peoples according to the number of the sons of Israel."); Acts 17:26-27a 
("From one man be made every nation of men, that they should inhabit the whole earth;. and he 
detennincd the times se! for lhcm and the~ places tbey should live. GOO did this so men would 
=k him .... "). 
314. AuoumNE, supra note 291, at bk. xvm, ch .. 34. 
315. Augustine based his view on !he Biblical passages fn>m the prophet Daniel. Dwrlt/2:44 
("In the time of those kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom !hat will never he destroyed, 
nor will it he left to another pecple. ftwill crush all those kingdoms and bring tbem to lU1 end, hut 
i1 wt11 itself endure forever."). From ch.aptcrs 7-11 of Daniel, it becomes clear that the four 
kingdoms mentioru:d in the secoild cha~r of Daniel were Babylon, Medo-Persia, Greece, and 
ancient Rornt. 
316. RUSSEll., supra note 278, at 138-55. 
317. ld. 
318. VAlTEI.,'supra no~!. 
319. CHlusnAN WOLfF, THE LAW OF NATIONS TREATED ACCOIIOING TO A SCtENTIAC 
METHOD ll-18 (Joseph H. Drake trans., 1934} (1749). 
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Under our Constitution, only Congress may initiate war yo 
Therefore, the Panama invasion violated the principle of right authority 
by violating the domestic law set forth by the Constitution. AdditioDally, 
the attempted delegation of war-making authority to the U.N. also 
violates both the U.S. Constitution, and therefore, the principle of right 
authority. 
Although identification of right authority is a legal element of just 
war doctririe, it is also procedural in nature. Thus, the right authority 
identification differs from just cause determinations, which involve 
substantive identifications. In contrast, in identifying whether there is 
right authority, there is not only the legal inquiry as to whether the 
proper authority made the just cause judgment, but also the prudential 
judgments that are discussed below. 
3. Proportionality of ends.-It is difficult to determine whether the 
requirement that the ends of the war be proportionate to the means is a 
legal requirement or a prudential one. It is probably both. In either 
case, .the requirement serves as a limiting factor on the use of force. If 
a decision is made to use force, it must be proportionate to the wrong 
done. 321 Under the view that force is used to vindicate justice, 
punishment should be based on just desert and compensation on injury 
suffered. Proportionality is a necessary corollary of the just cause 
element and is probably implied in it. These satne principles are 
applicable to sanctions in a civil court proceeding. 
Proportionality is used in another sense. It is viewed as a prudential 
consideration that focuses on the impact of war on a state's own citizens. 
It asks whether the costs of exacting justice exceed the benefits to be 
gained by waging war.322 These considerations are similar to those 
that law enforcement officials and prosecutors make in allocating 
resources or that private citizens make in deciding whether to sue. The 
cost in life and resources of prosecuting a war may be so great, or an 
injury so small, that it is better to forego the wrong. It often is unjust, 
320. Seesupra part rv. 
321. su fUPra pan m. 
322. AuoumNE, fUPra note 2111, bl< m, ch: L 
To begin with,.Jhe ends held out 1!.$ the just can.se mun be sufficiently good and important 
ID warnnt the ememc means of war, the arbitrament of anlU. Beyond !bat, a projection 
of Jbe ouu:omc of the war is n:quired in which the probable good expeclcd to result from 
suecess is weighed against the probable evil tllallhc war will cause. 
O'BRIEN. supra note 59, at 272. There scerru JO have been little development or even rerognition 
of this issue through IJIOSI of the medieval period. However, the Bible counsels ldngs ID make sound 
judgments concemillg war. Sa. e.g., We 14:31; Provtrbs 24:6. 
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not to the wrongdoer, but to one's own citizens, to pursue the matter by 
for«e. 
Some writers confuse the meaning of proportionality. When 
weighing the costs and benefits of going to war, it must be asked 
whether the victim may weigh only its own relative costs a¢ benefits, 
or the costs to the offender must be included as well. Some writers 
claim that the offender's costs must be calculated. m Surely this cannot 
be right. Any time an offender is punished or forced to make restitution 
he is worse off in a material sense. Consequently, it is impossible to see 
how force could ever be proportionate if the offender's costs must be 
weighed as well as the victim's. 
The relative costs and benefits of going to war are anything but a 
precise calculation. No one can determine with any certainty the loss of 
lives and resources, the impact on families and domestic tranquility, or 
the long-term effects on foreign relations. These factors all came into 
play in Operation Just Cause. It is impossible to weigh the value of lives 
lost, gains made on the war against drugs, or damage to relations in 
Latin America. Probably most Americans would say that it was worth 
the· cost. However, such a decision has been entrusted to Congress, and 
Congress should have made the decision after weighing all of these 
concerns.324 · 
4. Reasonable Hope of Success.-The element of reasonable hope 
of success is clearly prudential in nature.m In fact, it seems to be a 
restatement of proportionality in the second or prudential sense as 
outlined above. 
5. lAst Resort.-Last resort is primarily prudential and relates 
closely to proportionality and reasonable hope of success. War is always 
costly and full of uncertainty. Therefore, nations are morally bound to 
pursue all peaceful means of settlement. This also insures fairness to the 
other party. There is one legal component of this element: A 
declaration of war. It is a requirement of both international and domestic 
law. 326 Because declaralions of war identify the just causes and are 
323. O"BIUEN. supra note 59, at 28. 
324. See supra part IV . 
. n~. See O"lolRlliri, supra note 59, ar27, 28. AQUJNAS, supranoiC 292, pt. I, ii, question 105, 
an. m. 
326. AQUINAS. supra note 292, p~ I, ii, question lOS, art. m. Citing Dtullrorwmy 20:10, 
Aquinas liiglled !hat declamtions of war are a fundamental requirement of God's law binding all 
nations. ld. In lbe medieval period lbe context of diS<:Ussion of dec!U'llliom of war focused more 
on lhc issue of who had authority to initiate war. RUSSELL. supra note 278, at 62. 64, 89. 
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issued by lawful authority, they relate to those elements as well. 
Operation Just Cause was initiated without a declaration of war. The 
United States claimed to have made exceptional wiilateral and collective 
diplomatic efforts through the O.A.S. to settle problems peacefully. One 
glaring problem, however, was the refusal on the United States' behalf 
to talk to Noriega prior to the invasion. 
6. Right Intemion.-Even if all the above criteria were met, 
Augustine believed that one wages unjust war if he does so out of hatred 
or other improper motives.311 However, it is also important to check 
ones motives because wrong motives often lead to a breach of the 
external requirements. This element is also designed to guard against the 
pretextual uses of force that appear to have played a part in Operation 
Just Cause.328 
7. End of Peace.-Tbe end of peace is another prudential concern. 
Peace is the supreme purpose for which .war is waged. 329 By doing 
justice, the magistrate sets conditions for peaceful relationships. It is one 
of the measures of success and also an important component of intention; 
therefore, it might be included under either of those elements. Peace is 
not a mere cessation of fighting. Theologically speaking it is 
reconciliation between enemies. While satisfaction of justice does not 
necessarily work reconciliation, it is a necessary objective condition for 
reconciliation.:l30 The U.N. Charter scheme which denies justice as the 
cost of peace ends up forfeiting both justice and peace. 
C. Weinberger Doctrine 
The main difference between the just war doctrine and the 
Weinberger Doctrine is that the later is a Jist of prudential criteria only. 
In fact, the whole Weinberger list can probably be subsumed under the 
327. AUGUSTINE, supra note 291, bk. m, ch. 14; AQUINAS, supra note 292, pt. n, il, question 
40, an. I. Aquinas wrote rhat dlere are three elemerus of just war: (I) lawful autiloriry; (2) just 
cause; and (3) right inlention. The eleineor of right intention entails :;;everal of d1e elements listed 
in this anicle. Aquinas, quoting from Augustine, states, "[tJrue religion does not look upon as sinful 
those wars that are waged nor for motives of aggrandizement; or cruelty, but with the object of 
:;ecuring pi;iCe, uf puu.ishh~g evildoers, anQ of upiifting the gOOCl ... /d. Properly waged a just war 
is in !he best interest of the offender as weU. !d. 
328. John Quiglcy,171~ Legaliry oftM United Sfgtes Invasion of Panama, IS YALE J. INT'L L. 
276, 310..14 (1990) (sUJigesting !bill the impetus for !be Panama Invasion were aerually goal! less 
admirable than those publicly assened). 
329. AUGUS!lNE, supra note 291, bk. XIX, ells. Jl-)4, 
330. Jeffrey C. Tuomala, ChriJI't Atontmelll as the Mode/fur Ovil Justice, 38 AM. J. JURIS. 
189 (1993). 
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element of "national interest." All of the other elements are particular 
considerations that guide decision makers in promoting the national 
interest. 
1. Vital to our national interest. 331-0ne scholar correctly notes 
that, "Weinberger's conception of just cause is far more elasti,: than the 
international law conception, and at first look it is also more elastic than 
allowed in classic just war theory. "332 the Weinberger Doctrine is 
"far more elastic" than international law because it does not limit 
unilateral force to self-defense. In addition, it requires no just. cause 
whatsoever .. The only way it can be made consistent with classic just 
war theory is to read something. into it that Secretary Weinberger did not 
even suggest in his remarks. If he intended the Doctrine to be the sum 
total of criteria for the use of force, the lack of legal criteria was a 
serious omission. On the other band, if the Doctrine was intended to list 
the prudential considerations for the use of force once the legal elements 
were satisfied, it is of course less problematic, but it is certainly not a 
restatement of just war doctrine. There is every reason to believe, 
however, that it is nearly his sum total of criteria for the use of force. 
Actually; it seems to be a rejection of the just war doctrine. 
At the beginning of his remarks, fonner SecretarY Weinberger cast 
the context for his criteria in the broadest terms. He asked: "Under 
what circumstances, and by what means, does a great democracy such 
as ours reach the painful decision that the use of militarY force is 
. necessary to protect our interests or to carry out our national 
policy?"333 The way in which he painted the world scene and the state 
of international law indicates that jus ad bellum has little relevance in 
most situations involving the use of force: 
While the use of military force to defend territory bas never been 
questioned when a democracy has been attacked and its very survival 
threatened, most democracies have rejected the unilateral aggressive 
use of force to invade, conquer or subjugate other nations. The 
extent to which the use of force is acceptable remains unresolved for 
331. Weinbe!J!er. supra note 285, al441. 
/d. 
fflbe Unire4 Slates should ncit couunit forces to C<Jmbal overseas unl= the 
particular engagement or occasion is deemed vilal to our national interest or !bat of our 
allies. 'That emphatically does not mean that we should declare befoldland, as we did 
with Korea in 1950. that a particular area is outside our strategic perimerer. 
332. Just War Tllillking D1l4 irs Ccnumporary ApplicatkJn, 1upra note 280, at 104. 
333. Weinberger, supra note 285, at 434. 
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the host of other situations which fall between these extremes of 
defensive and aggressive use of force. 
We fmd ourselves, then, face to face with a modem paradox: The 
most likely challenge to the peace-the gray area conflicts-are precisely 
the most difficult challenges to which a democracy must respond. 334 
Secretary Weinberger cast U.S. interests as" universal in scope, yet · 
he realized that the United States could not respond to all of these 
interests with force. The only limits he saw, however, were prudential, 
the single most important one being that the United States has "a strong 
consensus of support and agreement for our basic purposes. "335 
Weinberger's approach is very much like that of 19th century 
German military theorist, Carl von Clausewitz, whose writings on war 
are still in vogue today. As noted by Clausewitz: 
We see, therefore, that war is not merely an act of policy but a true 
political instrument, a continuation of political intercourse, carried on 
with other means. What remilins peculiar to war is simply the 
peculiar nature of its means. 336 
Under modem theory, war is simply a prudential or political instrument 
whose distinguishing trait is violence. Such !I theory purports that war 
is used first and foremost to serve the national interest, regardless of how 
that political interest is defined. 
This view compliments the "national interest" approach to decision 
making. Under this view, one may ask only whether"it is in the national 
interest to have a canal connecting two oceans, lower prices on oil, or 
political stability on another continent. If the answer is yes, and the 
objectives can't be achieved by peaceful political intercourse, then the 
use of force is legitimized. This view does not ask whether a legal 
wrong has been committed against the United States. The only limitation 
on an action is whether the political costs outweigh the expected benefits. 
Under the national interest approach, any reason for invading Panama 
would have been sufficient if deemed in the national interest, including 
the purpose of promoting democracy or other human rights. 
334. ld, at 435. 
335. !d. at 437 (emphasis added). 
Yet the outcome of dccisioll5 on whelher-~nd wh~n-e.'!d to w=: d::g.~W 
usecombat fo!Ce$ abro&d his never been mon: impo1Til1111han ills today. While we do 
not seek to deter or ieu.le all lbc world' a conflicu, we n:mst ICCQgnJu Chat, ·u a major 
power, our responsibilities and interests m now of such scope lhllt !here an: few troubled 
areas we can affonlto ignore. 
ld. at436. 
336. CAJU.. VON CLAUSEWITZ, ON WAR 87 (MicbMl Howanl & Peter Plmt trans., 1976) 
(1832). 
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The view that the use of military force is first and foremost a 
political issue is fundamentally flawed. Other scholars present a quite 
different view. They believe that ririlitary force is to be used primarily 
to execute judicial judgments, not political ones. As James Kent wrote: 
War .• , is one of the highest trials of right; for, as princes and 
. states acknowledge no superior upon earth, they put themselves upon 
the justice of God by an appeal to anns.337 
This view is reflected in the "Marine's Hymn" which affirms that the 
first reason for which Americans fight is "right and freedom. "338 It 
does not say "first to fight for national interest." Primacy is given to 
law. 
2. Support of Americilll people and their elected 
representatives.339-Secretary Weinberger's whole concern over the 
public's suppon was not whether force had been authorized by the lawful 
authority, but whether there was enough political suppon for the 
proposed use of force. This is crucial not only for elected officials but 
also for assuring the public's continuing suppon of U.S. servicemen and 
their missions. It is noteworthy that Weinberger did not address 
Congress' constitutional role other than to say that the legislative branch 
had compromised "the centrality of decision-making authority in the 
executive branch. "340 These six criteria are self-imposed by the 
executive branch. The assumption is that it is the President's, and not 
Congress', decision to authorize force. The American people suppotted 
the Panama invasion.341 It is unclear, however, whether this support 
existed beforehand or only after the invasion proved successful. 
Seemingly, the American people are always initially supponive of 
military actions. 342 
337. I Kent, supra note I, at 47. 
338. Marine's Hymn (Anlhem of the u.s. Marine Corps). 
339. Weinberger, supra note 2!!5, at 442. 
/d. 
{Bjcfore lhe U.S. commits C~~mbat fo= abroad, there must be som;: reasonable 
assurance we will ba~c lhe support of the Alncrican people and. their clecled 
representatives in Congress. 1;"his supPQ~ ~;m.'!!!t b-e ech~v:C u.."l!c.;; w.; Ai~ cwdid in 
making cfear tbe threats we face; the rupport cannot be sustained without continuing and 
close consulauion. We cannot fight a battle Wi!h the Congress at home while asking our 
rroops ro win a wu oveneas or, as in the case of V'JCtnam, in effect asking our troops 
not to win, but just to be Ibm. 
34{). ld. at 435-36. 
341. Watson, supra note 36. at22. 
342. ld. 
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3. Continual assessment of objectives and forces 
committed. 343-Scholars maintain that the continual assessment of 
objectives and the forces committed equates to the proportionality 
principle.344 The problem with this view is that there is no indication 
that it is the legal proportionality of just desert or restitution. It appears 
simply to call for a continuing a5sessment of the national interest and 
whether appropriate forces have been allocated to accomplish objectives. 
Operation Just Cause was so short that this element did not come into 
play in any significant way. 
4. Clear intention of winning.:l4S-The "clear intention of 
winning" is really a more specific statement of objectives. The objective 
with any war should be to win. This element does seem nearly identical 
to the just war element of reasonable hope of success. President Bush 
was committed to this objective in Panama.346 
5. Last resort. 347- The element of "last resort" in the Weinberger 
Doctrine may appear identical to that same element in the just war 
doctrine, but it is quite different. Because most use of force· probably 
falls into Weinberger's gray area the notion of war as a final remedy to 
right a wrong does not come into play. Weinberger said force should be 
used to prevent small problems from becoming big ones. As might be 
343. Weinb<:rgcr, supra note 285, at 442: 
ld. 
[T]he relationship between our objectives and lbe fon:Cs we have commilltd-lheir 
size, composition and disposition-lnWlt be conlinually reassessed and adjusted if 
necessary. Conditions and objectives invariably change during the coursc of a conflicL 
When they do change, !hen so must our combat t<q~~lremerus. We must continuously 
k<:cp as a beacon light before us lbe ba.sic questions: "b this conflict in our national 
interest?" "Does our national interest require ll5 to tight, ·to use force of anns?" If !he 
answers arc •yes," !hen we must win. If the answera are "no. • then we should not be 
in combat. 
344. Just War Thinking and fJr Contempomry Application, supra note 280, at lOS. 
345. Weinberger, supro note :ZBS, at 441. · 
ld. 
[l]f we decide it Is I!CU&SaJY ro put combat troOps into a given situalion, we should 
do so wholehearu:dly, and wilh !he clear intention of winning. If we arc unwilling to 
r.AJm!'!'lt th: fn:"'...e:: c: ~;.;~ rKrcss.uy w acl.ic;vc our objectives. we siloukl not 
commit !hem at alL Of course If lbe particular &iwation requires only Jimill:d force ro 
wilt our objectives, !hen we should not hesitalll ro commit forces sized accordillgly. 
When Hitler brob tRaties and remilim.rized the llhinelmd, small combat fo~ then 
C?Uid perllaps have prevented the holocaust of World Wu H. 
346. I'RE.siDENT'S LeTI'al,supra note 18, at 2. 
347. "[T]hc commitment of U.S. forces 10 combat should be a lm rcson. • Weinberger, supra 
note 285, at 442. 
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expected, Weinberger articulated no requirement for a declaration of 
war. 
6. Clearly defined objectives.348-This criterion is entailed in 3 
and 4 above. 
VI. Law in Support of Policy 
A critical issue that underlies an analysis of Operation Just Cause 
from the perspective of customary international Jaw, the U.S. 
Constitution, and just war doctrine is the relationship between law and 
policy. Great powers are perceived by others, and ·perhaps themselves, 
as acting solely on the basis of national interest with bare deference paid 
to legality. For example, the expansive reinterpretation of self-defense 
under the U.N. Charter's article 51, and the assertion of a right of 
intervention, heighten this perception and undermine great power 
credibility.349 On the other band, the advocacy of unilateral adherenCe 
. to a narrow interpretation of article 51 fosters cynicism and contempt for 
international Jaw .350 This dichotomy highlights a fundamental problem, 
the perception that law and sound foreign policy are incompatible. 
Compliance with law is seen as an impediment to policy implementation 
and as a severe handicap when dealing with other nations not similarly 
encumbered. 
The proper relationship between law and policy can be demonstrated 
in considering the familiar adage that "honesty is the best policy." This 
adage makes several assumptions. The first is that there are immutable 
standards of conduct based on something other than expediency. The 
second is that doing what is right is not simply compatible with policy. 
It is the first step toward sound policy decisions. Finally, this adage 
assumes a view of reality in which compliance with the dictates of right 
348. Weinberger, supra note 285, at441-42. 
/d. 
[l]f we do decide to commit forces to combat overseas, we should have clearly 
defmed political and mililluy objectives. And we should I<Jlow precisely how our forces 
can accomplidt those clearly defined objectives. And we should have and send !he forces 
needed to do just that. ~ Clau.sewitz wrote, "No one mrts a war-or ra~r. no one in 
liis senses ought to do so-without first being clear in hi$ mind what be ilwlnds 10 
achieve by !hal war, and how be intends 10 ronduct it • 
War may iJc Oiifen:ru today IIWI in Ciausewitz's time, but the need for weD-defim:d 
objectives and a consistent strategy is still essentilll. If we determinl: that a combat 
mission bas become necessary for our vital national interest, then we muot selld forces 
capable 10 do !be job-and not assign a rombat mission ro a force coniJgUred for 
peacekeeping. 
349. &e supra pans m.B, m.c. 
350. &e supra pan ill.B. 
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conduct guarantees the .attainment of true self-interest. The same should 
be said about law: "legality is the best policy." Of course, this whole 
analysis assumes that there are immutable and knowable standards of 
right and wrong and that they fonn the basis of the legal system. 
The medieval just war writers and the great commentators on 
customary international law did not have the theoretical problem of 
trying to hannonize law and policy. They believed that there are 
immutable principles of divine or natural law revealed to men and 
nations, and consequently, justice was inseparable from sound policy, 
and a breach of justice was never advantageous. 351 This belief 
presupposed that positive law and policy decisions are made in the 
context of, and in confonnity to, a legal order and superintending will 
that rules over nations and the affairs of men. 
This extreme tension between the demands of law and policy is a 
product of legal positivism. Legal positivism altered the view of 
international and domestic Jaw during the 19th century.352 It views law 
as merely a human convention with no necessary moral content. 353 
Law then is nothing but one more political instrument to achieve policy 
objectives or .to engineer a particular social or world order. When the 
legal instrument proves ineffective, nations resort to more expedient 
means. What begins as an implementation of policy by positive law 
becomes "an extension of policy by military force. "354 
The legal positivist chooses both the ends of the social order, and, 
through political and social experimentation, the best means of achieving 
those ends. For the positivist, law is not right or wrong. It is simply 
effective or ineffective as an instrument of political and social control. 
The legal positivist, be it on the international or domestic level, 
faces two major problems that are highlighted in the legal analysis of 
Operation Just Cause. The first is that the goals or ends for which laws 
are made may change. The second is that the particular legal instrument 
or means may prove ineffective in achieving the ends for which these 
laws are made. The simple solution is to change the law so .that it suits 
the new ends or proves more effective in accomplishing the old ends. 
Nevertheless, this is not so easily accomplished when dealing with 
constitutional documents. The U.S. Constitution is very difficult to 
amend and the U.N. Charter nearly impossible.353 The only remedy 
351. See supra note 293 and accompanying 11:n. 
352, 10HN AUSTIN, 'IliE PROVINCE OF JURISPRUDENCE llETERMJNED (1832). 
353. ld. 
354. CUUSEWITZ, supra note 336. at 87. 
3SS. Su U.S. CONsr., an. V; U.N. CHARTER, ms. 108, 109. 
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then is the disingenuous one of reinterpreting the document, as has 
happened with both the U.S. Constitution and the U.N. Charter.356 
Those taking issue with this subterfuge are sure to be derisively labeled 
"textuaJists." · · 
The fundamental purposes or ends of the United Nations as set out 
in article one of the Charter have certainly remained the same.3~7 The 
problem is that the means, or peacekeeping scheme of articles 39-51, 
have proven to be quite ineffective. 358 As a result, nations and writers 
have devised ways to reinterpret or ignore tlie Charter since it would be 
so difficult to change. Perhaps there is nothing wrong with the ends, 
depending on one's vision of peace, but the means as established in the 
Charter deny nation-states the right to do justice.359 Indeed, this is an 
illustration of a policy-orientedjurisprudence, which is in effect a denial 
of the rule of law. Elite decision makers free themselves from a 
"conformity-imposing textuality" in order to utilize those means which 
they·believe promote fundamental values and public order.36() 
With the U.S. Constitution, however, the problem seems to be a 
change of national mission or ends. The mission has changed from an 
emphasis on protecting the rights of citizens from an overbearing 
government to discharging the resprinsibilities of a world power. This 
view calls for increased. efficiency which may be translated as an 
expansion of executive prerogative. Secretary Weinberger has also 
stressed the fact that the United States has responsibilities as world 
leader. 361 This fact implies a new mission, one different from that 
upon which the nation was founded. Because the United States is either 
the world policeman or is in a perpetual state of war on a thousand 
fronts, the President apparently must be able to continually choose when 
and where to engage the enemy or enforce the law. Unfortunately, the 
conflict between the executive and legislative branches is not so much 
over a change in national mission, but a conflict over who controls the 
means to establish and attain it. 362 · 
The United States is uniquely situated in world history to serve a 
leadership role that is not based on the old-world model. The founding 
356. Su supra pans III. IV. 
357. Stt supra part IILB. 
358. ld. 
359. Judge Sofaer's disdain for tbe ll:xt of the Charter is clear in his rejection oftbe mei:hanical 
application of rult:s, of "juristic push-button dcv~. • and of reliance on abstract propositions. See 
111~ ugalily of rJu Unittd SiaJu A a/on in Pf1111lJnD, supra note 173. 
360. Set supra noll: 237 and accompanying texL 
361. Su Weinberger, supra note 285, at 436. 
362. St!e supra pan IV. 
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JUST CAUSE 
mission of preserving liberty and influencing the world by example has 
been savaged by a new mission that ranges from establishing democracy 
in Latin America, to defending Europe against communism, to saving a 
world economy dependent on Mideast oil.lGJ The change in national 
mission domestically and internationally has driven the United States to 
the brink of economic and moral ruin. Making· policy judgments in 
disregard of Jaw based upon a higher moral order is a prescription for 
disaster. 
VII. Conclusion: Salvaging a Just Cause 
Just cause is the primary criterion justifying the use of armed 
force. It forms the heart of the customary law doctrine of jus ad 
bellum. The classic legal treatises adopted just cause and several other 
elements from the just war doctrine of Christian thought. Critical 
distinctions between offensive and defensive war' legal and prudential 
judgments, and act of war and state of war follow from just cause. 
The allocation of war powers in the U.S. Constitution is based upon 
this analytical framework. Because of its natural law basis, just cause 
is the jus cogens governing the use of force. For this reason,jus 
co gens is not only a thread common to customary international law, 
the U.S. Constitution and just war doctrine, it is the thread that runs 
so true. The U.N. Charter scheme, the Weinberger Doctrine, and 
intervention for ideological reasons are incompatible with an approach 
whiCh focuses on just cause. 
By designating the invasion of Panama as Operation Just Cause, 
President Bush salvaged the essential moral and legal focus of the 
decision to go to war. If, however, just cause is just another name for 
national interest, Jaw is reduced to just politics. The United States, in 
fact, had just cause for invading Panama, but the just cause has to be 
salvaged from the unsatisfactory rationales offered by the 
Administration. Although judgment on General Noriega was well-
deserved, the President acted unlawfully in executing this invasion 
without the necessary judicial and prudential judgments of Congress. 
These deficiencies stemmed in part from the pursuit of a national 
mission that is incompatible with the Constitution. 
363. David Hume savaged the old model of foreign policy tbat financed. war by mongaging the 
public revenues while entrusting posterity to pay off tile encumbrances. DANIEL GEORGE LANG, 
FOREIGN POUCY IN WE EAAl.Y REPUBUC: 1l!E LAw OF NATIONS AND THE BALANCE Of POWER 
4'Z (1985). 
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